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AND SOLID WASTE STATISTICS
INTRODUCTION TO THE RESEARCH
This research will evaluate state solid waste reduction legislation
that includes banning yard waste from landfills. Yard waste bans are a
new form of waste reduction, and this research will provide gUidelines for
developing legislation that will be effective in solid waste reduction. Yard
waste bans are being developed in many states, and since this type of
legislation is new, a system will be developed for evaluating the present
legislation for effectiveness. With this information, a model will be
developed for strong and effective legislation that can be applied in a
number of states.
Specific elements must be included in the legislation in order for it
to be effective. A number of states with yard waste bans will be
evaluated and graded in accordance with their inclusion of the specific
elements that are important. From this, a model will be developed for
other states to use.
This research starts with the background history of solid waste
legislation at the federal level. This legislation is the catalyst for state
solid waste management planning. The statistics behind the state of
garbage in the United States over the last few years and how it has
changed with the changes in legislation are included.
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General Overview
A new trend in state legislation began about five years ago. This
new trend has been to develop state waste reduction legislation to comply
with stricter controls of landfill regulations set by the Environmental
Protection Agency (EPA) through the Resource Conservation and
Recovery Act (RCRA). The stricter controls are because of the increasing
number of landfills on the Superfund cleanup list (30-50 percent) due to
groundwater pollution and contamination from the landfills (Sloggett,
1994).
With stricter landfill regulations many landfills will close so states
and communities are looking for ways to divert solid waste from landfills
and incinerators by recycling products such as paper, aluminum, and
plastic. In accordance with the RCRA legislation, states are compiling
solid waste management plans to organize recycling and reuse programs.
These plans are a way for the states to experiment through legislation to
promote recycling and reuse of solid waste to divert it from the landfills.
Elements being considered include: state and local recycling
programs; identifying alternative uses; implementing incentives or
markets for recycled products; educational programs for the public on
the reasons to recycle and methods of reusing solid waste; and financial
assistance to encourage companies and cities to establish recycling
programs. Other important elements are the establishment of target
goals and dates for reduction of solid waste as well as fines and penalties
to be incurred for noncompliance with the legislation.
Yard waste is a portion of the solid waste stream that has received
increased scrutiny in the last five years. Yard waste is the second largest
component in the nation's solid waste stream, topped only by paper
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(Goldstein, 1989). An estiI11ated 20 percent (by weight) of tile Inaterials
sent to landfills or combustioIl facilities Ilas been estiIllated by EPA to be
leaves, grass clippillgS, brush, aJld otller woody Inat.erials, collectively
termed yard waste (Kashnlarliarl, 1992). Tilis researcll will look at state
legislatioIl Willcil specifically ballS yard waste frol11 laIldfills.
TIle followillg diagraIll SllOWS tIle COIllpositioll of IllUIlicipal solid
waste ill tile Ullited States by IJerCclltages. Tills E.P.A. clclt.a was arlal)tccl




















Figure 1: U.S. MSW COlnposition (206.9 million tons)
(1993-1994 Florida Solid Waste Management Report)
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Federal Legislative History
The first significant Federal effort in solid waste management and
resource recovery was initiated in 1965 with the passage of the Solid
Waste Disposal Act (P.L. 89-272). It called for a research and
development program and provided funds to the states for making
surveys of waste disposal practices and for developing waste disposal
plans. The Resource Recovery Act of 1970 (P.L. 91-512) broadened the
research and development approach to include major demonstrations
and shifted the emphasis from disposal to recovery of materials and to
converting solid wastes to energy. It also reqUired the (EPA) to issue
gUidelines on waste management and recovery which are mandatory for
federal agencies, but merely advisory to others.
In April 1975, the Committee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce
held hearings on solid waste legislation at which witnesses endorsed
comprehensive legislation which established state solid waste
management programs, eliminated freight rate discrimination, reduced
the volume of waste before entering the solid waste stream, controlled
hazardous wastes, and continued technical assistance, research and
development. The need for private sector involvement in the resource
recovery efforts of communities was emphasized, and tax incentives of
various types were requested to stimulate recovery and reuse.
Environmental research and development are under the
jurisdiction of the Committee on Science and Technology, which held
hearings in April 1976 on the Solid Waste Energy and Resource Recovery
Act, H.R. 12380. Testimony ranged broadly over the subject of solid
waste management and resource recovery.
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Pursuant to Rule X, clause 2 (b) (2) of the Rules of the House of
Representatives oversight findings and recommendations were received.
The findings of fact and recommendations are summarized as follows:
Findin~s of Fact
1. Solid waste disposal is one of the most serious
municipal problems; the problem is growing at an annual
rate of nearly 8 percent.
2. Open dumps create health and environmental
hazards.
3. Sanitary landfill disposal of municipal solid waste is
the most commonly used disposal technique.
4. Properly managed landfill disposal of refuse can be
inexpensive and environmentally sound.
5. Technology whereby materials and energy are
recovered from refuse is available.
6. Environmental, social, and economic benefits of
resource recovery have been demonstrated in Europe and to
a limited extent, in the United States.
7. A number of new, or until now undemonstrated,
technologies are in various stages of development and
demonstration in the United States.
8. The federal program, which is largely based on the
Resource Recovery Act of 1970, is essentially a non-
regulatory program of EPA intended to provide technical
assistance to communities and encourage the development
of new technology through limited research, development,
and demonstration.
9. Neither EPA nor any other federal agency has
authority to establish standards governing solid waste
management or resource recovery.
10. Banks and lending institutions have financed
municipal resource recovery systems and are willing to
invest in such systems if such systems can be shown to be
reliable and economically viable.
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Recommendations
1. Congress should consider legislation authorizing
minimum national standards for the disposal of solid waste.
Such standards should take into account the health hazards
and environmental degradation associated with inadequately
controlled landfill disposal of refuse and to the maximum
extent possible, take into account the environmental and
economic costs and benefits of landfill disposal and the
availability and feasibility of alternative systems.
2. Congress should consider including in such legislation
a requirement that open dumping of refuse be prohibited
after a certain date. That date should allow communities a
reasonable time within which to initiate systems which meet
the national standards of municipal solid waste disposal.
3. Congress should consider including in such legislation
direction that the Environmental Protection Agency, in
consultation with the Energy Research and Development
Administration, develop and issue such national standards
of municipal solid waste disposal within one year from the
date of enactment of such legislation.
4. Congress should consider including in such legislation
provision for penalties against any community which fails to
meet the national standards of municipal waste disposal or
which permits open dumping after the date specified in such
standards and prohibition.
5. The EPA should expand the scope and quality of its
technical assistance to states, regions, and municipalities to
aid in the development of environmentally, technically, and
economically sound solutions to municipal solid waste
problems.
6. The EPA, in consultation with representative of states,
municipalities, private industry, and other federal agencies,
should develop recommended standards for state programs
of solid waste management.
7. Congress should consider appropriating funds for
limited federal assistance to the states to assist them in the
development of state-wide programs.
8. Congress should consider adopting legislation which
directs that the resource recovery research and development
efforts of the EPA and the Energy Research and Development
Administration be merged or very closely coordinated.
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From the findings and recommendations, the Resource
Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA) was WIitten and passed as P.L.
94-580. It amended and completely revised the Solid Waste Disposal
Act. The objectives of RCRA were to protect human health and the
environment, conserve valuable materials, and produce energy from
discarded materials by establishing a cooperative effort between the
federal government and state governments.
mSTORY OF FEDERAL SOLID WASTE LEGISLATION
P.L.94-580 RCRAof 1976
The titles of RCRA most relevant to yard waste includeTitle IV and
Title V. Title IV provides the gUidelines for the state or regional discarded
materials plan. Title V provides for the commercialization of proven
resource recovery technology, stimulation of market development for
recovered materials, promotion of proven technology, and a forum for the
exchange of technical and economic data relating to such facilities.
Title IV - State or Regional Discarded Material Plans
The objectives of this section are to assist states in developing
methods of disposal of discarded materials which are environmentally
sound and maximize resource conservation and recovery of the nation's
resources. The objectives are to be accomplished through federal
financial and technical assistance, comprehensive planning, and
cooperation among all levels of government.
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The Administrator is to publish gUidelines identifying areas which
have common discarded materials problems and are appropriate units
for planning the management of such problems. The administrator will
also issue gUidelines to assist the state in developing and implementing
their discarded materials plan. The gUidelines are to be reviewed from
time to time but not less frequently than every three years.
The State Plan Guidelines will consider:
• Regional, geographic, hydrologic, climatic, and other
conditions, and circumstances under which discarded
material practices are operated and reasonable protection
of the quality of ground and surface waters from leachate
contamination.
• Characteristics and conditions of collections, storage,
processing, and the disposal of discarded materials and
the location of such facilities and the operations
conducted.
• Methods for closing and upgrading open dumps for the
purposes of eliminating health hazards.
• Population density.
• The types and locations of transportation within the state.
• Profile of industries within the state.
• Constituents and generation of waste within the state.
• Political, economic, organizational and financial problems
effecting discarded material management.
• Types of resource recovery facilities which would be
appropriate.
• Available new and additional markets for recovered
materials.
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Minimum requirements for approval of the State Plan are:
• Identify the responsibility of state. local and regional
authorities in the planning and implementation of the
state plan.
• Distribution of federal funds to such states is reallocated
among the state. local and regional authorities according
to the responsibility at each level of government.
• There is a means of coordinating regional and local plans
with state plans.
• There shall be a prohibition on the establi~hmentof new
open dumps. and that all discarded materials must be
utilized by a resource recovery facility or disposed of in a
sanitary landfill. or otherwise disposed of in an
environmentally sound manner.
• There must be a plan to close or upgrade all existing open
dumps.
• The state must establish regulatory powers to carry out
the discarded materials plan.
No later than one year after enactment of the Act and after notice
and public hearings and consultation with the states. the Administrator
is reqUired to develop criteria for determining which facilities are to be
claSSified as sanitary landfills and which are to be claSSified as open
dumps. At a minimum a site can be classified as a sanitary landfill only
if there is no reasonable probability of adverse effects on health or the
environment from the disposal of discarded material at such site. It will
now be reqUired that all disposal on land be in sanitary landfills.
Open dumps are to be eliminated at the rate of 20 percent each year,
with those posing the greatest degree of health and environment hazards
eliminated first.
Other sections of Title IV include the procedure for development
and implementation of the State Plan. approval of the State Plan, and
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federal assistance. Forty million dollars was authorized for fiscal year
1978 and fifty million dollars for fiscal year 1979. States are given grants
for the development and implementation of state plans under this title.
This will help states implement education and alternative uses of yard
waste before the bans take effect.
Title V - Duties of the Secretary of Commerce in Resource Conservation
and Recovery
The SecretaIY of Commerce is reqUired to encourage greater
commercialization of proven resource recovery technology by providing
accurate specifications for the use of recovered materials, stimulating
and developing markets for recovered materials, promoting proven
technology, and exchanging technical and economic data relating to such
facilities.
Within two years of enactment the SecretaIY of Commerce is
directed to identify the geographical locations of existing or potential
markets for recovered materials and the economic and technical barriers
to the uses of recovered materials. In addition, the SecretaIY is to
encourage the development of new uses for recovered materials, evaluate
the commercial feasibility of resource recovery facilities, publish the
results of such evaluation, and develop a data base to assist persons in
choosing a resource recovery technology.
The SecretaIY of Commerce will sponsor meetings for the exchange
of information concerning all aspects of discarded material management,
including patents, technology, and processes. Records are to be kept of
the meetings and communication among participants. Actions taken to
carry out any agreement for the exchange of information under this
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section will not be considered a violation of federal antitrust law or any
similar state law.
The effort to collect and reuse yard waste will be more feasible if
commercialization of resource recovery and stimulated markets for yard
waste or compost are in place. The transition to reuse yard waste will be
much easier with proven technology, technical and economic data
relating to composting facilities available in a data base.
P.L.98-616 Hazardous and Solid Waste Amendments of 1984
In 1984 RCRA was amended. Two significant changes occured.
Federal agencies were encouraged to use recycled goods to promote
marketability and detailed studies were to be conducted on methods to
extend the useful life of sanitary landfills. The studies were to address
methods to reduce the volume of waste as well as innovative uses for
closed landfill sites.
Title V - Provisions Relating to Several Subtitles of the Solid Waste
Disposal Act
This section provides for the use of recovered materials by federal
agencies. Yard waste reuse and composting by federal agencies will help
to stimulate a market for yard waste products and encourage similar
programs within state agencies. Within one year after the date of
publication of applicable guidelines, each procuring agency shall develop
an affirmative procurement program which will assure that items
composed of recovered materials will be purchased to the maximum
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extent practicable and which is consistent with applicable provisions of
federal procurement law.
Each affirmative procurement program required under this
subsection shall, at a minimum contain:
• A recovered materials preference program.
• An agency promotion program to promote the preference
program adopted
• A program for requiring estimates of the total percentage
of recovered material utilized in the performance of a
contract
• Annual review and monitoring of the effectiveness of an
agency's affirmative procurement program.
Title VII - Other Provisions
Section 702 amends section 8002 of the Solid Waste Disposal Act.
The Administrator is to conduct detailed, comprehensive studies of
methods to extend the useful life of sanitary landfills and to better use
sites in which filled or closed landfills are located. Such studies shall
address:
• Methods to reduce the volume of materials before
placement in landfills.
• More efficient systems for depositing waste in landfills.
• Methods to enhance the rate of decomposition of solid
waste in landfills, in a safe and environmentally
acceptable manner.
• Innovative uses of closed landfill sites, including use for
energy production such as solar or wind energy and use
for metals recovery.
Federal solid waste legislation provides the gUidelines and includes
all the elements the states need to develop solid waste management
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plans. The federal government will provide accurate specifications for
use of recovered resources such as yard waste. Markets will be
developed and stimulated through proven technology and the use of
recovered materials by federal agencies by affirmative procurement
programs. Studies to extend the landfills life will provide adequate time
for recycle, reduce, and reuse programs to be put in place by states.
Most importantly, the federal government will provide money to states
through grants and loans to help with development and implementation
of state solid waste management plans.
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STATE OF GARBAGE IN THE UNITED STATES
Nationwide Survey (BioCycle)
Reduction ill Landfills
BioCycle COllducted a survey at the elld of 1988 and found tllere
were just under 8,000 latldfills operating in this country. By the end of
1994, tllat figure llad dropped allllost 55 percellt to 3.558 (Steuteville.
April, 1995). The trend has been a steady decline.
There were 6,326 laIldfills










operating at tIle eIld of 1990. III
1991 it dropped to 5.812
operatiIlg laIldfills aIld ill 1992
tllere was a decrease to 5,386
(Glenll, 1992). TIle nunlber of
landfills accepting nlunicipal
solid waste (MSW) continues to
plunge. By the end of 1993 tilere
were 4,482 (Steuteville, April,
1994) and ill 1994 that nunlber
dropped to 3,558.
TIle decliIle ill tIle IluIllber of latlcll11ls will IIOt taper olT SOOll. A
nunlber of states Ilave ill(licated tllat Illany MSW Iruldl11ls caI1Ilot Illeet
tIle Ilew federal regulatloIIs. III MisslssilllJi. it. is est.illlclted tll<:lt 60 of tIle
75 operatillg laIldfills wilillot be upgraded to llleet tIle l~CRA staIldards.
Kansas officials estilnate that wIlen RCRA sta.tldards are eIlforced. its
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currellt forecasted capacity of 30 years could be reduced to between
tllree aIld five yem-s (Glelln, 1992).
1"'11e Oklallo111a laIldfill situatioll llas cl1allged draIllatically siIlce
1991. In Oklahoma in 1991 tllere were approxinlately 110 landfills.
Currently there are 37 witll Il10st of tllese beiIlg privately oWIled (I~ood,
1994). Figure 3 SllOWS tIle locatiolls of OI{laIlollla Iculdfll1s.
LL\~JDFILLS EXPECTED TO COMPLY VvlTH SUBTITLE D









Diverting material from landfills remains a top priority in many
parts of the country. Many states are developing their own waste
reduction legislation. This has caused a shift away from landfilling. In
1990, almost 84 percent of municipal solid waste was landfilled. By the
end of 1991, that figure had decreased to 76 percent. In 1992,
approximately 72 percent of the solid waste was landfilled and there was
a decrease of 1 percentage point to 71 percent in 1993 (Steuteville, April,
1994). In 1994, only 67 percent of solid waste was landfilled (Steuteville,
April, 1995).
The bulk of that reduction has been accounted for by recycling,
which has increased from under 9 percent in 1989 to approximately 14
percent in 1991 (Glenn, 1992). The nationwide recycling rate at the end
of 1992, which included composting of yard trimmings, was 17 percent
(Steuteville, 1993). This number increased again in 1993 to 19 percent
recycled (Steuteville, April, 1994) and up to 23 percent in 1994 according
to the latest BioCycle's annual "State of Garbage in America" survey.
There has been phenomenal growth in the number of curbside
recycling programs operating in the United States. At the end of 1988,
there were just under 1,000 such programs. In 1991 the total was just
under 4,000 curbside programs (Glenn, 1992). The 1993 nationwide
survey "State of Garbage in America" from BioCycle shows that curbside
recycling programs continue their impressive growth pattern. Every
region reported an increase in the number of programs, with the midwest
having the largest growth rate (290 percent). Only three states report
having no curbside collection service (Steuteville, May 1993).
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The nUInber of curbside
recycling progranls rose by 38
percent in 1992--froll1 3.912 to
5,405. For the first tilne. tlley
exceeded tIle Ilull1ber of
laIlllfllls (5.~386) reIJorted t()
BioCycle (Steutcville. M<.lY.
1993). Tllis figure rose allotller
20 percellt ill 1993 to 6.678
curbside recycling prograITIs as












Figllre 4: NUlnber of curbside progrculls
ill tIle Ullit.ed States ill 1994.
(Steut.eville. 1995)
Tile Iluilluer of curbside recyclillg progrculis illcreased by llille percellt ill
1994 to 7.265. l"'able 1 SIIOWS residelltjal recyclillg by st.ate. It illcludes
tlle IIUlllber of curbsieJe prograJllS ill eacll state, tile populatioll tile
prograrn serves, aIld tlle IJrilllary Illctllod of service. Curbside recycliIlg
now serves an estilnated 108 111illioII IJeople, Wllicll is about 41 percellt of
tIle U.S. population (Steuteville. April, 1995).
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Table 1: Curbside PrograJl1s by State.
Curbside Primary Methods
Curbside Population Commingled Source Sept
State Programs Served Curbside Curbside Dropoff
Alabama 30·40 700,000 X X X
Alaska a nfa nfa nfa
Arizona 27 880,000 X
Arkansas 20 350,000 X
California 496 17,850,000 X X
Colorado 70 700,000 X X
Connecticut 169 3,056,000 X
Delaware 1 5,000 X
Dist. of Co'umbia 1 312.000 X
Florida 36& 9,357,000 X
Georgia 129 1,750,000 X
Hawaii 0 X
Idaho 5 200,000 X
Illinois 435 6,000.000 X X
Indiana 82 1,140,000 X
Iowa 500 1,400,000 X
Kansas 15 nfa X
Kentucky 55 660.000 nfa nfa nfa
louisiana 28 284,000 X X
Maine 64 400,000 X
Maryland 95 2.880,000 X
Massachusetts 141 4,200,000 X X
Michigan 192 2.185,000 X X
Minnesota 674 3,300,000 X
Mississippi 20 400,000 X
Missouri 122 nfa X
Montana 2 nfa X
Nebraska 11 391,000 X
Nevada 7 625,000 X
New Hampshire 30 276,000 X
New Jersey 530 7,200,000 X
New Mexico 8 535,000 X X
New York 399 11,849,000 X
North Carolina 247 3,100,000 X X
North Dakota 23 100,000 X X
Ohio 246 3,600,000 X X X
Oklahoma 6 nfa X
Oregon 117 1,500,000 X
Pennsylvania 761 8,518,000 X
Rhode Island 22 803,000 X
South Carolina 28 250.000 X
South Dakota 1 7,000 X
Tennessee 40 450,000 nfa nfa nfa
Texas 120 3.000,000 X X
Utah 12 500,000 X
Vermont 78 254,000 X X X
Virginia 64 1,600,000 nfa "fa nfa
Washington 100 2,000,000 X X
West Virginia 67 500,000 X
Wisconsin 600 3,000.000 X
Wyoming 4 20,000 X
TOTAL 7,265 108 million
(Steuteville, 1. ~J95)
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Regiorlally. t.lle bulk of tIle clJrbsicle IJrograIllS are COllcelltratec) ill
tIle nlid-Atlarltic atld Great Lakes states. witil approxilllat.ely 2.530
prograIlls. 'Illis aCCoullts for allllOSt two-tllirds of all curbside prograllls.
TIle Rocky Mountain states Ilave tIle lowest nunlber of prograIllS (Glellll.
1992).
COlllpostillg of Yard Waste
Yard waste, WIIich cOlnprises an average of 18 to 20 percellt of
MSW by weight, is a prill1e target for waste reduction illit.iatives (Deyle,
1991). Yard waste is the one cOlnponellt of tIle municipal waste streaIll
tllat is beillg COlllposted witil relative success.








were at least 2,201 facilit.ies
COIIII)ostillg S()lllC l)elrt. ()f tIle yare}
waste streaIll. rrllat figure is 56
percellt Iligher tilarl tIle 1,407
kIIOWII sites recorded ill tIle
facilities compostillg leaves,
grass, brush, aIld otller yard
triInmings illcreased frolll 2,201
survey fronl tIle previous year
(GlenIl, 1992). The nUlllber of
ill 1991 to 2,981 in 1992.
Figure 5: Yard rrrillllllillg Facilities
ill tile Ullited States in 1994.
(Steuteville, 1995)
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Additionally, there were 21 solid waste composting facilities in operation
as of November, 1992 (Steuteville, May, 1993). In the 1993 survey, there
was an increase of 780 composting facilities.
For the first time since BioCycle began tracking composting
facilities for yard trimmings, the 1994 survey found little change in the
number. There were 3,014 facilities for leaves, grass and brush reported
nationwide, an increase of 33 from the year before (Steuteville, April,
1994). A total of 3,202 yard trimmings composting facilities were
reported nationwide in the 1995 survey (Steuteville, April, 1995).
The increase of yard waste composting facilities is due to the
implementation of numerous disposal bans by individual states. As of
1989, BioCycle reported that there were 10 states with legislative bans on
the disposal of leaves and/or all yard waste in landfills. There are now
27 states, including the District of Columbia, with legislative bans on
yard waste.
The impact of yard materials composting will continue to be the
subject of debate. The EPA did a study estimating that yard trimmings
make up an average of 18 percent ofMSW nationwide. Even though at
least 27 states have disposal bans for yard materials in effect, none are
yet estimating a diversion close to that percentage. Home composting
and mulching mowers are becoming more popular, but their effect is
hard to measure. Further study is needed to determine the quantity of
yard trimmings that remain in the MSW stream after disposal bans and
diversion programs are in place (Steuteville, April, 1994). Table 2 shows
each state and its methods of yard waste management.
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1"'able 2: Yard Trilllnling MaIlagelllellt
Composfing Land Prifnary
State Facilities Application Mulcl1ing Met/lOds
Alabama 20-30 X nfa
Alaska 1 nfa
Arizona 15 X Mulch
Arkansas 30 X X Compost
California 14 X X nfa
Colorado 11 Compost
Connecticut 84 X X Mulch
Delaware 2 nfa
Oist. of Columbia 1 Compost
Florida 37 X Mulch
Georgia 80 X nfa
Hawaii 4 Compost
Idaho 16 nfa
Illinois 95 X Compost
Indiana 60 X X Land aD.
Iowa 30 X X Compost
Kansas 40 Compost
Kentucky 40 X X Mulch
Louisiana 8 n/a
Maine 52 Compost
Maryland 13 X X Cornpost
Massachusetts 333 X nfa
Michigan 100·150 X X Cornpost
Minnesota 426 X X Mulch6
Mississippi 8 nfa
Missouri 80 X Compost
Montana 15 X Mulch
Nebraska 15 X X Compost. Land ap.
Nevada 0 X Mulch
New Hampshire 150 Compost
New Jersey 184 X X Compost
New Mexico 15 X X Compost. Mulch
New York 210 X X Compost
North Carolina 151 X X Compost. Mulch
North Dakota 25 X X Compost
Ohio 210 X X Compost
Oklahoma 4 Compost
Oregon 21 X Compost
Pennsylvania 151 X X Compost
Rhode Island 19 X Compost
South Carolina 56 Compost
South Dakota 10 X X Compost
Tennessee 15 X Mulch
Texas 80 X X Compost. Mulch
Utah 5 Compost
Vermont 19 X X nfa
Virginia 22 nfa
Washington 21 X Compost
West Virginia 1 X Mulch
Wisconsin 165 X X Compost




Not all states are trying to achieve landfill diversion of yard waste
via legislative bans. New York, for example, uses a combination of
incentives, including financial assistance grants and permit
requirements. In 1988, Massachusetts gave out over $600,000 in grants
to help communities pay for equipment and start-up costs for leaf
composting (Goldstein, 1990).
California recently passed comprehensive recycling legislation but
chose not to establish a ban on landfilling yard waste. The legislation set
recycling goals of 25 percent by 1995, and 50 percent by the year 2000.
California legislators believe these goals can be achieved by combining
source reduction, recycling, and composting. There will be financial
assistance in the form of grants, loans, and tax incentives for equipment
purchases to get composting programs underway (Goldstein, 1990).
Many states have enacted solid waste management legislation but
have not included a ban on landfilling yard waste. Many of these states
are providing financial assistance grants for starting backyard
composting programs. The state of Washington formed a Market
Development Committee that is evaluating how to improve markets for
source separated materials, including yard waste compost (Goldstein,
1990). Table 3 shows each state and their recycling market development
programs and jobs created.
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1'able 3: Recycling Market Developlllent PrograIns atld Jobs Created
COll1n7erceITrade
Tax Departn7enf Cooncil/
State Incentive Involvellleni Task Force Jobs
Alabama x





Delaware x x 1,281
District of Columbia 208








Kentucky x x x
Louisiana x x
Maine x 9,000









New Hampshire x 2,500
New Jersey x 13,50G
New Mexico x
New York x 21,792
North Carolina x x x 8.867
North Dakota x 200
Ohio x x
Oklahoma x x 6,500
Oregon x x x














Composting has gained nationwide attention. National legislation,
HR 2292, gained support in the U.S. House of Representatives dUring the
last Congress but did not pass. The bill was introduced on May 26,
1993, by Rep. George Hochbruecker (D-N.Y.). The bill was called the
Executive Composting Act, HR 2292. It requested that the president of
the u.s. and governors of each state 1) begin on-site composting of
organic materials generated at their residences and grounds, and 2)
distribute the resulting compost to visitors and local residents for use in
gardens or other appropriate purposes. A copy of this bill was provided
by The Composting CounCil in Alexandria, Virginia and is attached in
AppendixA.
State Bans of Yard Waste
State legislatures continue the practice of banning specific
materials from disposal into landfills including yard waste. A total of 44
states now have some type of disposal ban in place. By the end of 1992,
22 states had adopted bans on the disposal of leaves, brush, grass
clippings, and other yard trimmings in landfills (Steuteville, June 1993).
One advantage to a ban is that states have compliance mechanisms
available to enforce the policy. Other states are relying more on
encouragement than enforcement (Goldstein, 1990).
For example, the Georgia legislature adopted a landfill ban on yard
trimmings in the 1993 session. South Carolina, which passed a disposal
ban on yard materials in 1991, extended the date of implementation from
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August, 1992 to May, 1993. In the interim, the state developed
composting regulations, which took effect in April, 1993. Arkansas, with
a ban set for July, 1993, took steps in the 1993 legislative session to
extend the deadline. Now the mandate will be phased in. Landfills must
decrease the amount of yard materials accepted by 50 percent in 1993,
75 percent in 1994, and 95 percent in 1995 (Steuteville, June, 1993).
Table 4 shows the latest data on the states with legislation banning yard
waste from landfills.
Table 4: The latest data of states with yard waste bans.
STATE LEGISLATION DESCRIPTION EFFECTIVE
DATE
Alabama Act No. 90-567 All state funded agencies must recycle Jan. 1991
yard waste; 10% of the 1995 25%
diversion goal can come from
composting and mulching.
Arkansas Act 479 SB 420 Leaves, grass, brush, and tree prunings 50% - July
are banned from landfills 1993
Connecticut PA-90.220 Leaves must be composted. Jan. 1991
PA-93-423, Household grass clippings may not be Oct. 1995
H 5922 disposed of at resource recovery facilities
or solid waste facilities.
District of N.A Yard waste banned from landfills. Oct. 1989
Columbia
Florida SB 1192 Yard waste banned from landfills. Jan. 1992
Georgia Solid Waste Cities. counties. and solid waste Sept. 1996
Management management authorities shall require
Act of 1990/ that yard trimmings be source-separated
HB257 and banned from disposal at municipal
solid waste facilities.
Illinois PA-86-1430 Yard waste banned from landfills. July 1990
Indiana S25 Yard waste must be source-separated. June 1994
Vegetative matter from landscaping and Sept. 1994
land clearing projects banned from
landfills.
Iowa HF753 Yard waste banned from landfills, Yard Jan. 1991
waste must be source-separated.
Maryland H 1088 Source-separated yard waste banned Oct. 1992
from refuse disposal systems. unless the
waste is to be composted or mulched.
Massachusetts by Regulation Leaves banned from landfills. Dec. 1991
Yard waste banned from landfills. Dec. 1992
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Michigan PA264 Yard waste from state and municipal March 1993
land banned from landfills.
Yard waste banned from landfills. March 1994
Minnesota 115A.931 Yard waste banned from landfills. Jan. 1992
Missouri S8530 Yard waste banned from landfills. Jan. 1992
Nebraska LB 127 Yard waste banned from landfills; Sept. 1994
source-separated yard waste may be
accepted by a landfill for soil
conditioning or composting.
New Hampshire HB 646-FN Yard waste banned from landfills and July 1993
waste-to-energy facilities.
New Jersey PL 1987, Leaves barmed from landfills. Sept. 1988
C.102
New York Yard waste must be source-separated if Sept. 1992
economically feasible.
North Carolina HB III Yard waste banned from sanitary Jan. 1993
landfills.
Ohio HB592 Yard waste banned from landfills. Dec. 1993
Oregon S866 Yard waste should be collected and July 1992
composted; home composting should be
promoted.
Pennsylvania 101 Truckloads consisting primarily of leaves Sept. 1990
banned from landfills and waste-to-
energy facilities.
South Carolina South Carolina Yard waste must be source separated. May 1993
Solid Waste Yard waste banned from landfills unless
Policy and it is to be composted.
Management
Act
South Dakota HB 1001 Yard waste banned from landfills. Jan. 1995
Virginia HB 198 Any county, city, or town may ban leaves Jan. 1995
or grass clippings from landfills.
West Virginia SB 18 Yard waste banned from landfills. June 1993
Wisconsin S8296 Yard waste banned from landfills. Jan. 1993
(Sheehan, 1994)
The following two tables compare the waste generated and disposed of by
states with waste recycling/reduction goals. Table 5 will show waste
generation, recycling and disposal methods of each state. Table 6 will
show statewide solid waste recycling/reduction goals of each state and
whether the goal is for recycling/diversion or waste reduction.
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Table 5: Waste Generatioll, Recyclillg allc] Disposal Metllods by St.ate
Solid Waste Recycled Incil1erated Landfilled
State (tonslyr) (%) (%) (~~)
Alabama 5,310,000 15 5 80
Alaska 500,000 6 15 79
Arizona 4,200,000 5 0 95
Arkansas 2,154.000 25 5 70
California 45,000,000 25 2 73
Colorado 2,800.000 18 1 81
Connecticut 2,905,000 23 63 14
Delaware 1,100.000 27 13 60
0151. of Columbia 900,000 25 50 25
Florida 23,561,000 36 23 41
Georgia 8.500,000 12 3 85
Hawaii 2,000,000 17 31 52
Idaho 886,000 10 0 90
Illinois 15,000,000 19 2 79
Indiana 5,600,000 19 12 69
Iowa 2,744,000 16 0 84
Kansas 3,500,000 8 ° 92Kentuc~ 3,750,000 15 ° 85Louisiana 3.323.000 8 ° 92Maine 1,293,000 33 39 28
Maryland 5,200,000 26 23 51
Massachusetts 6.750,000 32 48 20
Michigan 13,700,000 20 10 70
Minnesota 4,600,000 44 23 33
Mississippi 2,200.000 11 3 86
Missouri 5,600,000 17 ° 83Montana 790,00(, 6 2 92
Nebraska 1,650,000 19 0 81
Nevada 2,420,000 17 0 83
New Hampshire 1,032,000 16 26 58
New Jersey 7,400.000 41 23 36
New Mexico 1,880,000 9 0 91
New York 25,400,000 28 19 53
North Carolina 7,754,000 8 1 91
North Dakota 500,000 18 ° 82Ohlc, 22.543,000 32 4 64
Oklahoma 2,500,000 12 10 78
Oregon 3,255,000 30 6 64
Pennsylvania 9,500.000 20 19 61
Rhode Island 1,062,000 24 ° 76South Carolina 5,100,000 9 5 86
South Dakota 840,000 20 ° 80Tennessee 6,000,000 15 7 78
Texas 25,026,000 14 1 85
Utah 2,000,000 13 7 80
Vermont 700,000 28 4 68
Virginia 8,000,000 28 18 54
Washington 6,513,000 38 6 56
West Virginia 2,000,000 12 0 88
Wisconsin 5,434,000 28 3 69
Wyoming 504,000 5 0 95
Total 322,879,000 23G/o 10o/G 61%
(Steuteville, 1995)
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'"fable 6: Statewide Solid Waste Recycling/Reductioll Goals
Type of Goal
Recycling/ Waste
State Goa/(%) Deadline Diversion Reduction
Alabama 25 x
Arkansas 40 2000 x
California 50 2000 x
Colorado 50 2000 x
Connecticut 40 2000 x
Delaware 21 2000 x
Dist . of Colurnbia 45 1995 x
Florida 30 1995 nfa nfa
Georgia 25 1996 x
Hawaii 50 2000 x
Idaho 25 1995 x
Illinois 25 2000 x
Indiana 50 2000 x
Iowa 50 2000 x
Kentucky 25 1997 x
Louisiana 25 1992 x
Maine 50 1994 x
Maryland 20 1994 x
Massachusetts 46 2000 x
Michigan 50 2005 x
Minnesota 30-45 1996 x
Mississippi 25 1996 x
Missouri 40 1998 x
Montana 25 1996 x
Nebraska 50 2002 x
Nevada 25 1994 x
New Hampshire 40 2000 x
New Jersey 60 1995 x
New Mexico 50 2000 x
New York 50 2000 x
North Carolina 40 2001 x
North Dakota 40 2000 x
Ohio 25 1994 x
Oregon 50 2000 x
Pennsylvania 25 1997 x
Rhode Island 70 x
South Carolina 30 1997 x
South Dakota 50 2001 x
Tennessee 25 1996 x
Texas 40 1994 x
Vermont 40 2000 x
Virginia 25 1995 x
Washington 50 1995 x
West Virginia 50 2010 n/a nfa
(St.euteville. 1995)
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Markets for Recycling and Composting
Market Potential-and Development
States - those with and without bans - have included market
development provisions within their solid waste management policies.
One example is the Iowa legislation that states that all agencies should
give preferences to compost use in all land maintenance activities.
Florida's rule requires state agencies to procure compost products when
they are cost competitive. North Carolina's legislation says that all state
agencies and local governments must procure compost when it is cost-
competitive and a suitable substitute.
California's recycling legislation includes specific language for
cities and counties on increasing markets for compost materials,
including an evaluation of the feasibility of procurement preferences. It
also states that the Department of General Services, along with other
affected state agencies, shall promulgate regulations for the purchase of
compost. The regulations are supposed to designate minimum operating
and product quality standards (Goldstein, 1990).
Developing markets for recyclable materials was again a targeted
policy in 1992 for many states. A trend began with market development
beginning to meld into economic development. The connection between
markets, the economy, and the key phrase 'Job creation" helped to push
program ideas ahead.
Pennsylvania took the lead with the Recycling Incentive
Development Account, a program implemented by the Markets
Development Task Force. Five million dollars over five years will be
diverted from the state Recycling Fund into the account and made
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available as low interest loans to businesses that process recyclable
materials or manufacture a product with recycled content (Steuteville,
June, 1993).
Legislatures in seven states saw tax credits as a route to market
development. Arkansas, Arizona, Pennsylvania, Kansas, New York,
Virginia, and Iowa passed tax breaks or exemptions on equipment or
materials used in manufactUring end products with post consumer
recycled content. In addition to financial and tax incentives, five states
made organizational moves to improve market conditions. Indiana,
North Carolina, Ohio, and Arizona created market development task
forces or advisory boards designed to bring together key players from
non-profit organizations, government, and business (Steuteville, June,
1993).
Jobs/Economic Development
For the first time in 1993, BioCycle asked states if they had
programs aimed at creatingjobs and economic development in the
recycling industry. Thirty-six states answered affirmatively. Many of the
fifteen states that do not report having such a program nevertheless have
tax credits for recycling equipment, or other initiatives that represent a
partial step toward economic development (Steuteville, May, 1994).
The numbers clearly show that jobs and economic development are
playing a growing role in recycling policy nationwide. New York was the
pioneer when it created the Office of Recycling Market Development
(ORMD) within the state Department of Economic Development in 1988.
"In order to achieve the environmental and solid waste management
benefits of recycling, you need some basic outcomes driven by business
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development and the market-place," says Will Ferretti, the director of
ORMD. The ORMD uses tools that are now common in state programs,
including loans, grants, technical assistance and marketing data
provided to companies that use recycled materials (Steuteville, May,
1994).
Action at the Federal Level
The Clinton Administration took an active role in recycling policy in
1993. In keeping with state priorities, the administration targeted most
of its initiatives at markets and job creation in the recycling industry.
One EPA program, "Jobs Through Recycling," targets economic
development at the state level.
The EPA distributed grants to promote jobs in the recycling
industry to thirteen states in 1994, at least two of which did not have
recycling programs of any kind. A total of about $2 million will be used
to establish Recycling Business Assistance Centers in four states. Nine
states will receive grants of $74,000 to be awarded to hire Recycling
Economic Development Advocates (REDAs) in state departments of
commerce or economic development (Steuteville, May, 1994).
The federal government funded another important initiative aimed
at markets. In the fall of 1993, a $1.2 million grant was awarded to the
Clean Washington Center (eWC) in Washington State, and the National
Recycling Coalition (NRC) in Washington, D.C. The Recycling Technology
Assistance Program is paying for technology outreach through the CWC
to 700 industrial firms to help them use more recycled feedstocks. The
NRC will disseminate the information nationally. The program is
intended to be a model for other states to follow (Steuteville, May, 1994).
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The state of garbage in the United States is to reduce, recycle,
reuse. The number of landfills is steadily decreasing and the number of
recycling facilities is increasing. There are more curbside recycling
programs and more composting facilities. States are setting waste
reduction goals and implementing legislation to reduce the waste stream
going to the landfills. One way to do this is to ban specific recyclable
materials from entering the waste stream. One such material is yard
waste. Certain states with yard waste bans within their solid waste





METHODOLOGY OF THE RESEARCH
As previously discussed, an important part of waste reduction and
recycling efforts is the marketability of recycled products, consumer
education, and the financial assistance that is set up through the federal
and state legislation. The effectiveness of these elements is important to
the success of solid waste reduction.
Most State Solid Waste Management Acts declare their purpose to
include the following:
• Protect the public health and welfare
• Prevent water and air pollution
• Prevent the spread of disease and the
creation of a nuisance
• Conserve natural resources
• Enhance the beauty and quality of the
environment
In order to judge a State Solid Waste Management Plan and evaluate its
effectiveness, it must be determined what the important elements within
the legislation are that allow the state to achieve its goals.
The first thing noted for each state in this research will be the
agency or agencies which are administering the legislation. The duties of
the department overseeing the Act will be summarized. Then the part
within the legislation that bans yard waste will be stated.
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The legislation of various states will be compared, and specific
elements within the legislation will be examined to determine their
effectiveness. The elements to be considered within the legislation
include:
• Incentives for recycling, reuse, and composting such as
market development





• Target goals and dates
All of these elements help promote the activities of recycling, reusing, and
composting yard waste and are an integral part of the success of each
states' management plan.
Incentives, for the production of recycled products such as
marketability or tax breaks, are an important element. For people to
change their actions and way of doing things, they need motivation. The
primary motivation is money. There needs to be a market for yard waste
and compost so that it can be a profitable business and people will be
encouraged to become involved. Tax breaks to composting facilities or
recycling businesses is another monetary incentive for involvement.
Alternative uses for the yard waste is very important. This is what
provides the market for the products produced. Research is important to
determine what products can be produced and what uses they might
have. Alternative uses can consist of energy production, fuel production,
and the many uses for compost. Research is found within the alternative
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use element if the legislation provides for research for this propose or
under the education element if the research is directly linked to
education of the public. It is dependent on how it is written into the
legislation.
Recycling programs should be a strong part of the legislation to
provide public involvement in the recycling effort. Curbside pick-up
programs can provide an avenue for people to save reusable materials
and dispose of them easily. Composting programs whether home or
public facility will provide people with a product that can be used for
many things around the house.
Education of the public as to the reasons to recycle and reuse will
help smooth the way once the ban takes hold so the public understands
the reasons behind the actions. Education should start with grade
school children to get the recycling pattern started early in life.
Education should be implemented early and be in place before any bans
are put into effect.
Fines are important so there is a strong message given to those
who do not obey the legislation. There should be strict penalties for
noncompliance with the recycling efforts and the fines should be
enforceable. Fines can be a strong message to the importance of waste
stream reduction.
Financial help to start the process will be necessary. Through
federal and state grants money can be provided to help private
businesses set up recycling and composting facilities. Some of the
financial help can be through the fines invoked. Financial help to start
recycling efforts is an important tool to the effectiveness of state solid
waste management plans.
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And lastly, goals and target dates are important to determine
whether the progress of the actions taken is adequate to reduce solid
waste in the landfills. It will take a few years after the legislation and
yard waste bans are enacted before it can be proven if the goals set are
realistic ones. If target goals are met then the legislation can be proven
as effective to the reduction of the solid waste stream.
We have chosen eleven states with yard waste ban legislation.
There are many different types of yard waste bans. Some are very
specific and some are general. Some cover only certain kinds of yard
waste, such as leaves only, and others are inclusive of all yard waste.
These states were chosen because the bans were similar, and adequate
information was found to conduct comparisons. The primary
information was obtained through state statutes or annotated codes,
senate and house bills which enacted the legislation, and the individual
states' solid waste management report.
Each state will be listed individually with each element described
in detail. The states will be presented in alphabetical order as follows;
Florida, Georgia, Illinois, Iowa, Massachusetts, Missouri, New
Hampshire, North Carolina, South Dakota, West Virginia, and Wisconsin.
These states are primarily on the east coast and Great Lakes region.
This is due to the lack of land available for landfills and the fact that the
east coast states have had to deal with landfill closure problems sooner
and more vigorously than other states. They have looked at recycling
and reuse programs longer than states who might still have adequate
land available for landfills.
Mter the states are listed and their legislation detailed, a
comparison among the states will be made and the legislation will be
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judged as effective or not from the presence or absence of the elements
within the legislation. A chart will be provided to show the states and
which of the elements are present. The chart will also show a grade for
each element as to it's adequacy of coverage within the legislation.
INDIVIDUAL STATE CASE STUDIES
The states being evaluated all have similar yard waste ban
legislation. The bans include all yard waste and do not target specific
parts of the yard waste stream. The effective dates for the bans range
from 1990 to 1996. Georgia's legislative ban is the newest one and has
not taken effect. West Virginia's legislation took effect in 1993 but due to
problems implementing elements of the legislation, the effective date for
the ban has been delayed until 1996.
The description of the elements within the legislation will primarily
be for all solid waste reduction for the state. Those programs with
elements that are specifically intended for yard waste will be noted as
such. They will primarily deal with composting and composting facilities.
Florida
The two references of Florida's Solid Waste legislation were
Chapter 403 of the Florida Statutes entitled "Environmental Control--
Part N - Resource Recovery and Management" and the "1993-1994
Florida Solid Waste Management Report" prepared by the Bureau of Solid
and Hazardous Waste. The information on Florida's Solid Waste
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Management was obtained from the Florida Department of
Environmental Protection.
The act is known and cited as the "Florida Air and Water Pollution
Control Act." The purpose of Part N is to, among other things, promote
the reduction, recycling, reuse, or treatment of solid waste in lieu of
disposal of such wastes. The responsible department is the Department
of Environmental Regulation who's duties include the implementation
and enforcement of the provisions of this act.
The act includes many parts with the following pertaining to this
study: Compost standards and applications; state solid waste
management program; prohibition and penalty; solid waste management
trust fund; solid waste management grant program; revenue bonds: and
applications demonstration center for resource recovery from solid
organic materials. Each of these parts include the elements which will
be examined in detail.
The ban on yard waste is stated as follows - No person who knows
or who should know of the nature of such solid waste shall dispose of
such solid waste in landfills: Yard trash, after January 1, 1992. Yard
trash that is source separated from solid waste may be accepted at a
solid waste disposal area where the area provides and maintains
separate yard trash composting facilities. Prior to the effective date
specified, the department shall identify and assist in developing
alternative disposal, processing, or recycling options for the yard waste.
Incentives
One of the purposes of the act is to encourage counties and
municipalities to utilize all means reasonably available to promote
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economical recovery of material and energy resources including
contracting with persons to provide or operate resource recovery services
or facilities. The department is to provide an evaluation of the markets
for recycled materials and the success of state, local, and private
industry efforts to enhance the markets for such materials. Local
governments are encouraged to separate and recycle yard trash into
compost available for agricultural and other acceptable uses.
To define potential benefits of compost, several research and
demonstration projects were conducted throughout Florida by the
University of FlOrida's Institute of Food and Agricultural Sciences. A
Recycling Markets Advisory Committee was established based on
concerns about having adequate markets for the ever increasing supply
of recovered materials in the state.
A fee is assessed in order to assist in achieving the municipal solid
waste reduction goal and the recycling provisions. A county or a
municipality that operates a solid waste management facility is
authorized to charge a fee based on the amount, characteristics, and
form of recyclable materials present in the solid waste that is brought
into the facility.
Alternative Uses
One of the most substantial alternatives for yard waste is
composting. Florida has provisions within the legislation for compost
standards and applications. Instead of listing these for each of the states
within this study and since they are all very similar, in Appendix B is a
model of state compost standards which was provided by the Compost
Council.
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Florida has provided for an "Applications Demonstration Center for
Resource Recovery from Solid Organic Materials" and there is a provision
for conducting workshops to demonstrate applicable technologies which
include the production of methane gas. compost. and other useful
products. Yard trash will be used in innovative programs including
programs that produce alternative clean-burning fuels such as ethanol or
that provide for the conversion of yard trash to clean-burning fuel.
Recyclin~ Pro~rams
The solid waste management programs include assistance with the
development of solid waste reduction and recycling programs. Each
county shall initiate a recyclable materials recycling program.
Education
A public education and promotion program is to be conducted to
inform residents of the opportunity to recycle. to encourage source
separation. and to promote the benefits of reducing. reusing. recycling.
and composting material. The public education program shall be
implemented through public workshops and through the use of
brochures, reports. public service announcements. and other material.
Fines
No fines were found within the legislation.
FinancialAssistance
A Solid Waste Management Trust Fund is established to provide
technical assistance to local governments. perform regulatory and
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enforcement functions, and implement solid waste education progrmns.
Grants and awards will be provided for local governments. Funding will
be provided for research, demonstration, and training by state
universities, community colleges, and independent nonprofit colleges and
universities.
Tar~et Goals
The goal is to reduce solid waste deposited at least 30 percent by
the end of 1994. No more than one-half of the goal may be met with yard
trash, white goods, construction debris, and tires.
Georgia
The data collected for the state of Georgia is from the 1981 Georgia
Code (§ 12-8-20, enacted by Ga. L. 1990, p. 412, § 1). The act is known
as the "Georgia Comprehensive Solid Waste Management Act whose
legislative intent is to, mnong other things, educate and encourage the
reduction of solid waste through reuse, composting, and recycling. The
State of Georgia will also promote markets for and engage in the
purchase of goods made from recovered materials and goods which are
recyclable.
The director of the Environmental Protection Division of the
Department of Natural Resources shall be the official charged with
primary responsibility for the solid waste management progrmn. The
Board of Natural Resources of the State of Georgia shall adopt,
promulgate, modify, mnend, and repeal rules and regulations to
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implement and enforce the provisions of the act and take all necessary
steps to ensure the effective enforcement of the act.
Effective July 1, 1990, each city, county, or solid waste
management authority shall have the right to impose certain restrictions
on yard trimmings which are generated. These restrictions may include:
a requirement that yard trimmings not be placed in or mixed with
municipal solid waste; a ban on the disposal of yard trimmings at
municipal solid waste disposal facilities; or a requirement that yard
trimmings be sorted and stored for collection in such a manner as to
facilitate collection, composting, or other handling.
Incentives
A Recycling Market Development Council is created to determine
what actions are needed to facilitate the development and expansion of
markets for recovered materials.
Alternate uses
The state solid waste management plan includes provisions for
composting activities and facilities.
Recyclinfl Pro(lrams
The Georgia Building Authority is authorized to establish and
coordinate a state-wide recycling program for state agencies and to
arrange for a collection program for recovered materials generated as a
result of the agencies operation.
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Education
The state solid waste management plan provides for a description
of the respective roles of agencies in the implementation of a state-wide
public information education program on solid waste management which
emphasizes grass roots participation of all age levels.
Fines
In rendering a decision imposing civil penalties, the administrative
law judge shall consider all factors including the amount of civil penalty
necessary to ensure immediate and continued compliance and the
character and degree of impact of the violation or failure to comply.
Financial Assistance
The state is authorized to make grants available to any county,
municipality, or any combination to assist in construction of handling
facilities or clean up of facilities.
Tar2et Goals
It is the intent that every effort be taken to reduce on a state-wide
and per capita basis the amount of municipal solid waste being received




The infonnation on the Illinois legislation was obtained from the
Illinois Code Annotated (P.A. 85-1198, § 1, eff. January 1, 1989) and
titled as the "Solid Waste Planning and Recycling Act." The purpose of
this Act is to provide incentives for decreased generation of municipal
waste, to require certain counties to develop comprehensive waste
management plans that place substantial emphasis on recycling and
other alternatives to landfills, to encourage municipal recycling and
source reduction, and to promote composting of yard waste.
The lead agency for implementation of this Act is the Illinois
Environmental Protection Agency. The agency shall review each county
waste management plan to ensure consistency with the requirements of
this Act. Each county shall have their own advisory committee to review
the plan, make suggestions, and propose changes it believes appropriate.
No sanitary landfill may accept for final disposal at any time yard
waste except those separated may be accepted at those facilities
providing and maintaining composting facilities. This ban is to be
effective as of July, 1990.
Incentives
A task force is established for developing markets for recyclable
materials. The task force shall study the existence of markets for
recyclable materials, and the feasibility of various methods of
encouraging the development of such markets. The task force shall
evaluate financial incentives for market development programs and
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investigate and explore the potential for developing international
markets.
Alternate Uses
It is the purpose of the Act to reduce reliance on land disposal of
solid waste, encourage and promote alternative uses for the solid wastes,
and assist local governments with solid waste planning and
management.
Recyclin~Pro~rams
Each county waste management plan adopted shall include a
recycling program. It will provide for the construction and operation of
one or more recycling centers.
Education
The recycling program shall include public education and
notification programs to foster understanding of and encourage
compliance with the recycling programs. A central clearinghouse of
information regarding the implementation of the Act shall be set up. The
Department of Energy and Natural Resources shall develop and conduct
a public education and awareness campaign to encourage the public to




Any person that violates any provision of the Act shall be liable for
a civil penalty not to exceed $5,000 for such violation. The Attorney
General may institute a civil action against any violator of this Act.
Financial Assistance
The Department shall make grants from the Solid Waste
Management Fund to municipalities with approved pilot recycling
projects. Such grants shall be limited to 50 percent of the project cost,
not to exceed a total of $50,000 per project. The Department shall also
provide loans or recycling and composting grants to businesses and not-
for-profit organizations for the purposes of increasing the quantity of
materials recycled or composted. A Recycling Economic Development
Program is set up to develop enterprises that use secondary materials
that are collected in municipal and business recycling programs for the
manufacture of recycled-content products.
Tar~et Goals
The recycling program is designed to recycle, by the end of the
third and fifth years of the program, 15 percent and 25 percent
respectively, of the municipal solid waste generated in the county. The
recycling provisions of the waste reduction plan shall be designed to
achieve, by January 1, 2000, at least a 40 percent reduction.
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Iowa
The information obtained for the state of Iowa is from the Code
Annotated (Chapter 455 D) entitled "Waste Volume Reduction and
Recycling". The purpose of this Act is to establish a waste volume
reduction and recycling network, prohibit the disposal of certain
products at sanitary landfills, promote the use of certain recyclable
products and certain recycling or reprocessing equipment, establish fees
and taxes, provide penalties, provide an effective date, and provide for
other properly related matters.
The department which will oversee this Act is the Department of
Natural Resources under the direction of the Iowa Environmental
Protection Commission. The purpose of the Act is to encourage the
development of waste volume reduction programs and education at the
local government level through incentives, technical assistance, grants,
and other practical matters.
Beginning January 1, 1991, land disposal of yard waste is
prohibited. Yard waste which has been separated at its source from
other solid waste may be accepted by a sanitary landfill for the purposes
of soil conditioning or composting. The department shall assist local
communities in the development of collection systems for yard waste




The commission shall recommend deposits, rebates, and waste
abatement fees when necessary to encourage waste reduction and the
recycling and recovery of useful components of that waste stream
element.
Alternative Uses
It is the policy of the state to support and encourage the
development of new uses and markets for recycled goods, placing
emphasis on the development of businesses relating to waste reduction
and recycling.
Recyclin~ Pro~ram
The comprehensive plan shall provide details of a local recycling
program which shall contain a methodology for meeting the state volume
reduction goal.
Education
There is a provision for education concerning waste volume
reduction at the elementary through high school levels and through
community organizations that will enhance the success of local programs
requiring public involvement.
Fines
No mention of fines was found in the legislation.
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Financial Assistance
A waste volume reduction and recycling fund is created within the
state treasury. The department shall award grants based upon the solid
waste management hierarchy. It will be provided as financial assistance
to public and private entities to develop and implement waste reduction
programs, enhance markets for recyclable products, and establish
recycling centers.
Tar~et Goals
The goal of the state is to reduce the amount of materials in the
waste stream, existing as of July 1,1988, 25 percent by July 1, 1994, and
by 50 percent by July 1, 2000.
Massachusetts
The information obtained for the state of Massachusetts is from the
Code of Massachusetts Regulations (310 CMR 19) entitled "Solid Waste
Management." The authority of this Act is granted by St. 1987, c. 584,
M.G.L. c. 21A, §§ 2 and 8 and c. Ill, § 150A. The Commissioner of the
Department of Environmental Protection is responsible for the
administration of this act. The part of the Solid Waste Management Plan
entitled "Solid Waste Disposal" is found in the code under the
Department of Highways 16 § 18.
The purpose of the Act is to protect public health, safety and the
environment by comprehensively regulating the storage, transfer,
processing, treatment, disposal, use and reuse of solid waste in
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Massachusetts. The department may restrict or prohibit the disposal of
certain components of the solid waste stream when it is determined that
it will result in the extension of the useful life or capacity of a facility. As
of December 31, 1991 leaves are banned from disposal or incineration.
As of December 31, 1992 other yard waste is banned from disposal or
incineration.
Incentives
No marketing incentives were found in the legislation.
Alternative Uses
There is a section of the Act which deals with beneficial uses of
solid wastes. The department shall make a positive determination of
beneficial use if the applicant demonstrates certain criteria. No specific
uses are listed except for composting of leaves and other organic matter.
Recycling Program
The department, in consultation with the Department of Food and
Agriculture, shall establish a program to provide for recycling through
composting of leaves and other organic matter. No permit for a landfill or
combustion facility shall be issued unless the facility provides for
recycling or composting. The department is authorized to implement
regional yard waste and leaf composting projects. The Department of




There are no provisions in the legislation for education.
Fines
Any person who violates any provision of this chapter shall be
punished by a fine of not more than $25,000 or by imprisonment for not
more than two years for each such violation, or shall be subject to a civil
penalty not to exceed $25,000 for each such violation.
Financial Assistance
Financial assistance is provided only to those public bodies for
clean-up of contamination of water supplies caused by landfills or
closure of landfill facilities.
Tar~et Goals
No specific target dates or reduction amount are set.
Missouri
The infonnation obtained for the state of Missouri is from
Senate Bill No. 530, the Solid Waste Management Act (Act 641 of 1978),
and the Code of State Regulations under Conservation, Resources and
Development entitled "Solid Waste Disposal". The purpose of the act
includes giving full consideration to the purchase of products made from
materials recovered from solid waste. The agency responsible for this Act
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is the Environmental Improvement and Energy Resources Authority of
the Department of Natural Resources.
Some of the duties of the department are to propose a plan to
divide the state into solid waste management regions and establish a
solid waste management council for each solid waste management
district. The director of the department shall establish a "Source
Reduction Advisory Board".
The ban of yard waste within the legislation is stated as follows:
After January 1, 1992, yard waste shall not be disposed of in a solid
waste disposal area.
Incentives
Some of the department's duties include promoting resource
recovery in the state in ways which are economically feasible. They will
identify markets for recovered materials and for energy which can be
produced from solid waste. They will also initiate activities with
appropriate state and local entities to develop markets for recovered
materials.
Alternative Uses
The legislation states that a person who engages in clearance,
trimming or removal of trees, brush or other vegetation may use wood
wastes from such activities for beneficial purposes including, but not




The department has a duty to initiate recycling programs within
state government.
Education
The department will initiate, conduct and support research,
demonstration projects, and investigations with applicable federal
programs. They will provide a clearinghouse of consumer information
regarding the need to support resource recovery, utilize and develop new
resource recovery programs around existing enterprises, request and
purchase recycled products, participate in resource conservation
activities and other relevant issues. The solid waste management plan
includes establishing an education program to infonn the public about
responsible waste management practices.
Eines
A person commits the offense of criminal disposition of solid waste
in the first degree if he purposely or knowingly disposes of or causes the
disposal of more than 500 pounds or 100 cubic feet of commercial or
residential solid waste. Criminal disposition of solid waste in the first
degree is a class A misdemeanor. The person is subject to a fine not to
exceed $20,000. Any person who pleads guilty or is convicted of criminal
disposition of solid waste a second time shall be guilty of a class D
felony. The fine shall be set at least three times the economic gain
obtained by the person and may exceed the maximum established.
Other violations include criminal deposition of solid waste in the second
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degree which is a class C misdemeanor and if convicted a second time it
is a class D felony.
Financial Assistance
The department shall establish criteria for awarding state funded
solid waste management planning grants. For fiscal years 1992-1997,
one-million dollars from the solid waste management fund shall be made
available to the department to fund activities that promote the
development of markets for recovered materials. Ten percent of the
money shall be allocated to elimination of illegal solid waste disposal.
Fifteen percent is to cover administrative costs. Up to 25 percent is to be
used to provide incentives to operators of solid waste facilities to remove
recyclable or reusable items from solid waste. At least 25 percent of the
money shall be allocated to cities, counties, or districts through grants or
loans.
Target Goals
The solid waste management plan is designed to achieve a
reduction of 40 percent in solid waste disposed, by weight, by January 1,
1998.
New HaDlpshire
The information on New Hampshire's solid waste legislation was
obtained from the New Hampshire Revised Statutes Annotated (Public
Health Chapter 149-M) entitled "Solid Waste Management. The general
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court that put this legislation together supports integrated solid waste
disposal solutions which are environmentally safe and economically
sound. The three preferred methods of management are source
reduction, recycling and reuse, and composting.
The agency responsible for solid waste management is the
Department of Environmental Services, Division of Waste Management.
Its duties include establishing management policies and goals and
encouraging source reduction, recycling and reuse, and composting.
The state yard waste ban is stated as follows: Beginning July 1,
1993, no leaf or yard waste shall be disposed in a solid waste landfill or
incinerator including any waste-to-energy facility.
Incentives
One of the responsibilities of the division of waste management is
to contract for the coordination of the recovery and marketing of
recyclable materials with a nonprofit New Hampshire corporation whose
primary function is the recycling of solid waste materials for
municipalities, solid waste districts, and state agencies. They will also
identify and establish markets within or without the state for the sale of
recycled or reclaimed solid waste materials from the solid waste disposal
facility within the state, including the purchase and resale of such
products by the division of waste management or other state agencies.
Alternative Uses
Composting is the only alternative listed for the use of yard waste.
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Recycling Programs
Recycling programs are listed as proposed strategies within the
private sector and municipal solid waste district initiatives but no
specific programs are addressed.
Education
Public education is listed as a proposed strategy for achieving the
solid waste reduction goal but no specific ideas are addressed.
Fines
The commissioner may impose an administrative fine not to exceed
$2,000 for each offense upon any person who violates any provision of
this chapter.
Financial Assistance
Grants are only available and assistance given for closure of
unlined solid waste facilities. There are no provisions for assistance in
recycling or composting programs.
Target Goals
The general court declares that the goal of the state, for the period
1990-2000, is to achieve a 40 percent minimum weight reduction in the
solid waste stream on a per capita basis.
North Carolina
The information obtained for the state of North Carolina is from the
North Carolina Code Annotated (§130A-290. Public Health, Article 9)
titled "Solid Waste Management", and S.B. III (1989 Session Laws,
Chapter 784) "An Act to Improve the Management of Solid Waste." The
Act is under the responsibility of the North Carolina Department of
Environmental Protection which maintains a Division of Solid Waste
Management. The Division of Solid Waste Management will, among other
things, promote the greatest possible recycling and recovery of resources.
It is the policy of the state to promote methods of solid waste
management that are alternatives to disposal in landfills and to assist
units of local government with solid waste management. There is a
hierarchy of methods of managing solid waste in descending order of
preference:
• Waste reduction at the source
• Recycling and reuse
• Composting
• Incineration with energy production
• Incineration with volume reduction
• Disposal in landfills
No person shall knowingly dispose of yard trash after January 1,
1993. Yard trash that is source separated from solid waste may be
accepted at a solid waste disposal area where the area provides and
maintains separate yard trash composting facilities.
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Incentives
In order to assist in achieving the municipal solid waste reduction
goal and recycling provisions, a county or municipality that operates a
solid waste facility may charge disposal fees based on the amount,
characteristics, and form of recyclable materials present in the solid
waste that is brought into the facility.
Alternate Uses
Research, training, and service activities related to solid waste
recycling and reuse will be conducted at the University of North Carolina.
Composting is one of the uses for the yard waste.
Recycling program
Each designated local government shall initiate a recyclable
materials program by July 1, 1991. In order to orient students and their
families to the recycling of waste and to encourage the participation of
schools, communities, and families in recycling programs, the school
board of each school district in the state shall make available an
awareness program in the recycling of solid wastes. This aspect of the
program will also fit under the education element.
Education
The department shall provide for the education of the general
public and the training of the solid waste management professionals to
reduce the production of solid waste, to ensure proper processing of solid
waste, and to encourage recycling and solid waste reduction. The
educational program shall be in cooperation with the Department of
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Public Instruction to inform the public of the need for and benefits of
recycling solid waste.
Fines
A person who violates this Act shall be gUilty of a misdemeanor
and upon conviction shall be punished.
Financial Assistance
The department shall manage a program of grants for programs for
recycling and waste management. The Solid Waste Trust Fund is created
to fund activities to promote waste reduction and recycling and research
on the solid waste stream.
Tar~et Goals
It is the goal of this state to reduce the municipal solid waste
stream 25 percent by June 30, 1993, and by 40 percent by June 30,
2001.
South Dakota
The information obtained for the state of South Dakota is from the
South Dakota Code Annotated (§§ 34A-6) and South Dakota H.B. 1001 of
1992 which amended 34A-6. The department overseeing the act is the
South Dakota Department of Environment and Natural Resources. This
act is to establish programs and regulations that reduce the amount of
solid waste disposed in landfills in the state.
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In achieving the waste reduction goals, every municipality shall
implement the following landfill waste reduction targets: beginning on
January 1, 1995, all yard waste shall be eliminated from landfilled
wastes.
Incentives
The elements of the programs include the promotion of efforts to
increase the purchase and use of recycled products by government,
business, and the public. Efforts will also be made to develop markets
for recyclable materials.
Alternative Uses
There will be promotion of research, manufactUring processes and
product development that provide for source reduction through the use
of alternative materials and through decreased material input and
resource consumption.
Recyclinfl Proflrams
The department shall establish a statewide waste reduction and
recycling program to promote the waste management policy. The bureau
of administration shall establish a program to reduce the amount of solid
waste generated by state agencies and to promote the separation and
recovery of recyclable materials and the procurement of recycled
materials and recovered materials by state agencies to include compost.
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Education
Public education programs will be implemented to promote public
awareness of waste volume reduction and the use of recyclable materials.
The department shall collect, prepare and disseminate information and
conduct educational and training programs that assist in the
implementation of the Act and other related solid waste management
programs. All public and nonpublic schools shall provide instruction in
the subjects of recycling, source and volume reduction of solid waste,
and related environmental issues associated with solid waste.
Fines
The only fines are in association with waste tires.
Financial Assistance
There is a solid waste management fee of one dollar per ton for all
municipal solid waste disposal facilities. There is a fee of $25 dollars per
tire. All fees are deposited in the water and environment fund and shall
be used for source reduction, recycling, and waste management program
establishment.
Target Goals
The goal of the state is to reduce the amount of materials in the
waste stream, existing as of July 1, 1992, 25 percent by July 1, 1996,
and 50 percent by July 1, 2001, through the practice of solid waste
source reduction, recycling, reuse, and composting.
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West Virginia
The information for West Virginia's solid waste legislation was
obtained from Charles F. Jordan of the W.V. Solid Waste Management
Board. The information includes: Senate bill No.18 which passed in
1991; Senate bill No. 400 which passed in 1993; Senate bill No. 1021
which passed in 1994; the West Virginia State Solid Waste Management
Plan; West Virginia Code Annotated (Vol. 8 § 20-11-8); and "Program for
Handling Yard Waste in West Virginia" prepared by The Solid Waste
Management Board.
The reason for so many senate bills is that the date for the
implementation of the yard waste ban from landfills has changed three
times. The original ban is stated as: effective June 1, 1993, it shall be
unlawful to deposit yard waste, including grass clippings and leaves in a
solid waste facility in West Virginia. The prohibition does not apply to a
facility designed specifically to compost such yard waste, or to otherwise
recycle or reuse such items. S.B. 400 extended the deadline for
prohibition on the disposal of yard waste to be effective June 1, 1994. It
also introduced a comprehensive program to provide for the proper
handling of yard waste and rules to enforce the program. Senate bill
1021 extended the yard waste prohibition until January 1, 1996.
Incentives
The program for handling yard waste includes determining uses for
compost and includes a table of the compost users which includes
commercial, residential, and public agencies. It also deals with the issue
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of transportation of the compost, the demand for compost, and the
distribution and marketing options for compost.
Alternative Uses
The major use for yard waste is compost and the state deals with
composting facilities and rules.
Recyclin~Programs
The state recycling plan includes establishing county recycling
programs.
Education
A comprehensive publiC information and education program covers
the importance and benefits of recycling, as well as the specific features
and requirements of the recycling program. There is an operating
training certification program for training the operators of compost
facilities. The program for handling yard waste discusses the success of
a composting program and public education. It talks of using news
releases and the news media to inform people of a project or program.
Fines
No fines are mentioned.
Financial Assistance




No target goals are mentioned.
Wisconsin
The information obtained for the Wisconsin solid Waste legislation
was the Wisconsin Statutes Annotated, (Chapter 159) entitled "Solid
Waste". The department which oversees the solid waste legislation is the
Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources. Their duties include
promulgating the rules necessary to implement this chapter,
development of markets for materials derived from post consumer waste,
and coordinate research, technical assistance and education programs.
Mter December 31, 1990, no person may discharge, deposit,
dump, or place in a solid waste facility yard waste that is in a bag unless
the bag is constructed of a material that decomposes within a reasonable
time after exposure to weather elements and is labeled as being so
constructed. Beginning on January 3, 1993, no person may dispose of
yard waste in a solid waste disposal facility, except in a land spreading
facility, or burn yard waste with energy recovery in a solid waste facility.
Incentives
One of the duties of the department is to strengthen or expand an
existing market for a material for which demand is insufficient to utilize
the projected supply or for which the price is low relative to the costs of
separating the material, processing, and transporting to market.
Encouragement is promoted for research, development, and innovation
in the design of facilities for reuse, recycling, and composting. This will
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help lower operating costs and provide incentives for the use of these
systems and operations and their products.
Alternative Uses
Burning of solid waste to produce energy is a substitute for the
burning of nonrenewable fuels, such as coal. Energy production is in the
public interest and should be encouraged.
Recyclin~Pro~rams
Recycling programs must meet specific criteria which include
providing adequate separate containers for the program, providing for the
collection of recyclable materials separated from solid waste by the
people, and delivering of the recyclable materials to a recycling center.
Education
The department will coordinate research, technical assistance and
educational programs with related activities of the University of
Wisconsin. A public education component of the act is to inform
residents of the region of the reasons to recycle and opportunities to
recycle. The department shall collect, prepare, and disseminate
information and conduct educational training programs designed in the
implementation of solid waste management programs. The department
shall conduct activities to make the public aware of the need to cease
disposing of yard waste in solid waste disposal facilities.
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Fines
Any person who violates the act may be required to forfeit $50 for
the first violation. $200 for the second violation and not more than
$2,000 for a third violation.
Financial Assistance
Financial assistance is available for responsible units operating a
solid waste management program dUring the year from which an
application is submitted.
Tar~et Goals
No goals were mentioned in the legislation.
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CHAPTER THREE
DATA SUMMARY, EVALUATION, AND
CONCLUSION
DATA SUMMARY
The data was obtained from eleven states and was grouped into the
categories of: Incentives, Alternative Uses, Recycling Programs,
Education, Fines, Financial Assistance, and Target Goals. The results of
the data are listed below in the table. They have been given one of three
marks: a + for good findings; a A for adequate findings; and a 0 for
insufficient findings.
State Incent. Altern. Recycle Educa. Fines Finan. Target
Uses Program Assist. Goals
FL. + + A + A + +
GE. A A A A + A +
IL. + A A + + + +
10. A A A + 0 + +
MS. 0 A + 0 + A 0
MO. + + 0 + + + +
NH. + A A A + A +
Ne. A A + + A A +
SD. A A + + 0 + +
wv. A A A + 0 0 0
WI. + + A + + A 0
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The results of each element will now be analyzed, explaining why
the elements within the states were graded the way they were. If the
element was given a +, there was very good coverage of that element
within the state legislation. If the element was graded with a 1\, then the
element was mentioned within the state legislation but was not
addressed in detail as compared to other states. If the grade was a 0,
then there was no mention in the legislation of the element. This does
not mean that the state does not address this element but that it was not
included in the information obtained.
One of the problems encountered in researching state legislation is
that the entire Solid Waste Management Act may be in different places of
the Code Annotated or the Statutes under different departments. It is
possible that I was unable to find the entire act and therefore unable to
judge the act in it's entirety with all elements being addressed. This is
why there may be an 0 in the space for the element but that state's Solid
Waste Management Act may actually cover that element.
Incentives
Florida, Illinois, Missouri, New Hampshire, and Wisconsin listed
many incentives for marketability of recyclable products and even
research into the markets. As long as there is a market for the products
then people will be encouraged to recycle and compost. With an
increased market, the costs for producing the recycled products should
decline. Economic benefits to recycling and composting are the number
one thing which will prove a program successful. Another type of
economic incentive is a tax break. This element should be in place before
the ban on yard waste becomes effective.
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Alternative Uses
Finding alternative uses for the solid waste is very important in
keeping it out of landfills. Florida, Missouri, and Wisconsin were the
states which addressed this element the most effective. Florida and
Wisconsin not only have regulations for composting facilities but suggest
that it could be burned for energy production. Missouri mentions using
yard waste products for erosion control and cover for wildlife aIllong
others. Finding alternative uses for the waste is essential in developing
markets and having a successful prograIll.
Recycling PrograIlls
Massachusetts, North Carolina, and South Dakota have the most
in depth look at recycling prograIlls. Massachusetts has an elaborate
composting prograIll with many of the solid waste facilities having
composting facilities on the site. North Carolina combines educating
children with their recycling prograIlls. South Dakota's recycling
prograIlls involve state agencies. These aspects of recycling prograIlls are
important. They get many people involved in the process of recycling and
the prograIlls overall.
Education
Education is dealt with strongly by Florida, Illinois, Iowa, Missouri,
North Carolina, South Dakota, West Virginia, and Wisconsin. Education
is also one of the most important elements because people need to know
why they are recycling and feel that what they are doing is important.
The education needs to start very early in life and so elementary
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education is great. If young people have learned early to recycle then
they will continue to do this as they get older. It should be a habit.
The other aspect of education that is important is research into
products and uses for products obtained from solid waste. This also is
involved in the elements of marketability and alternative uses. If states
are addressing these issues in their legislation then they are ahead of the
other states.
Fines
This element is dealt with by Georgia, Illinois, Massachusetts,
Missouri, New Hampshire, and Wisconsin. The one state that dealt with
this the most in-depth was Missouri. They have many fines listed for
many different activities. Massachusetts had the most stringent fines at
$25,000. The other states' fines ranged anywhere from $50 to $2,000
with two states issuing fines of $20,000. Fines are a message to people
as to the importance of the legislation and the strength of the
commitment the state has taken to enforce the legislation. One aspect
that is not dealt with in the legislation is the enforcement of the fines. If
the fines are not enforced then they have no strength.
Financial Assistance
There were five states with very descriptive financial assistance in
the legislation. They were Florida, Illinois, Iowa, Missouri, and South
Dakota. These are available in the forms of grants and loans for things
such as recycling programs, recycling business incentives, or recycling
product manufactUring. These things will help promote recycling due to
increased marketability and availability. Financial assistance for private
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and public programs is very important to the success of a state
achieving it's waste reduction goals.
Target Goals
Target goals were mentioned in all but three of the states'
legislation. These goals are important because they will tell the state if
the waste reduction programs are working. Since the legislation is new,
it will be years before many of these states can tell if the legislation is
effective or if the goals set were unrealistic.
EVALUATION
Of the eleven states evaluated, no one state stands above the
others with outstanding solid waste legislation that deals with the
outcome of banning yard waste from landfills. The most important
things to look at are marketability of products, education, and financial
assistance. The states with good ratings in these three categories are
Florida, Illinois, and Missouri. The state with the most +'s is Missouri
with +'s in six out of seven elements.
Problems and Areas to Address
One of the problems facing states is how to implement the yard
waste ban and when to do so. West Virginia has learned through trial
and error that there is a process that must be followed and some parts of
the plan must be started before others. In order to implement a yard
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waste ban, the public must first be educated as to what is happening
and why. The educational aspects of the plan and the recycling
programs must be in place before the effective date of the yard waste
ban. People must be aware and educated to a new way of doing things.
They need to know what to do· with the yard waste once the ban is
effective. This is not a process that can occur overnight.
When looking at yard waste, the one area to address is composting.
Home composting education, public and private composting facilities,
and research into uses for compost are very important. The states that
dealt with these issues well were Florida, Missouri, North Carolina, and
West Virginia. This is an area that will be very important to the future of
solid waste reduction in terms of yard waste. There are still many things
to be done in this area especially in home composting education and in
educating homeowners not to collect and bag grass clippings.
If more people were aware of the benefits of not collecting grass
clippings and leaves in the fall, there would be a great reduction in the
amount of yard waste almost overnight. One help in this area is the lawn
invention of the mulching mower. Another is the many "Don't Bag It!"
programs throughout the nation.
Research being done with yard waste is in many areas. One area
is the agricultural benefits of land application of uncomposted yard waste
as a soil amendment. The problem to be addressed here is how to get the
yard waste from the urban area to the farm. Other research is in the use
of compost as a soil amendment in nurseries for growing plants. And
still another very new field of research is that of using yard waste
compost for erosion control. This area of study could promote a huge
market for the use of yard waste and compost.
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RecolllIllendations for Elements in a Model Act
Mter evaluating each state's legislative provisions,
recommendations can be made on what would be contained in a model
act. These are based on the best of the existing state laws evaluated.
Each of the elements identified earlier will be addressed.
Incentives
One of the purposes of state legislation is to encourage
counties and municipalities to utilize all means reasonably available to
promote economic recovery of material and energy resources including
contracting with persons to provide or operate resource recovery services
or facilities. A state agency should provide an evaluation of the markets
for recycled materials and the success of state, local, and private
industry efforts to enhance the markets for such materials. Local
governments should be encouraged to separate and recycle yard trash
into compost available for agricultural and other acceptable uses.
To define potential benefits of compost, several research and
demonstration projects should be conducted throughout the state. A
Recycling Markets Advisory Committee should be established based on
concerns about having adequate markets for the ever increasing supply
of recovered materials in the state. There should be adequate incentives
to the producers of compost so that it can be a profitable endeavor.
A fee needs to be assessed in order to assist in achieving the
municipal solid waste reduction goal and the recycling provisions. A
county or a municipality that operates a solid waste management facility
should be authOrized to charge a fee based on the amount,
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characteristics, and form of recyclable materials present in the solid
waste that is brought into the facility.
Alternative Uses
The legislation should state that a person who engages in
clearance, trimming or removal of trees, brush or other vegetation will
use wood wastes from such activities for beneficial purposes including,
but not limited to, firewood, ground cover, erosion control, mulch,
compost, or cover for wildlife.
One of the most substantial alternatives for yard waste is
composting. Provisions are needed within the legislation for compost
standards and applications. Appendix B is a model of state compost
standards that was provided by the Compost Council.
Yard waste reuse and compost facilities should be addressed at
different scales. There will be different facility needs for large cities as
compared to rural or county needs. Research needs to be done into what
size of compost facility can accommodate what size of population.
States need an "Applications Demonstration Center for Resource
Recovery from Solid Organic Materials" and provisions for conducting
workshops to demonstrate applicable technologies which include the
production of methane gas. compost. and other useful products.
Innovative programs need to be developed that produce alternative clean-
burning fuels such as ethanol or that provide for the conversion of yard
trash to clean-burning fuel.
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Recyclinll Pr°llrams
State agencies should establish a program to provide for recycling
through composting of leaves and other organic matter. No permit for a
landfill or combustion facility should be issued unless the facility
provides for recycling or composting. The agency should be authorized to
implement regional yard waste and leaf composting projects. The agency
should establish an agricultural composting program.
Education
The state agency should initiate, conduct and support research,
demonstration projects, and investigations with applicable federal
programs. A clearinghouse should provide consumer information
regarding the need to support resource recovery. to utilize and develop
new resource recovery programs around existing enterprises, to request
and purchase recycled products, to participate in resource conservation
activities and other relevant issues.
The solid waste management plan should include establishing an
education program to inform the public about responsible waste
management practices. Public education programs should be
implemented to promote public awareness of waste volume reduction and
the use of recyclable materials. The state agency should collect, prepare
and disseminate information and conduct educational and training
programs that assist in the implementation of the act and other related
solid waste management programs. All public and nonpublic schools
should provide instruction in the subjects of recycling, source and
volume reduction of solid waste, and related environmental issues
associated with solid waste.
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Fines
Fines are needed for persons who commit the offense of criminal
disposition of solid waste in the first degree if they purposely or
knowingly dispose of or cause the disposal of more than five hundred
pounds or one hundred cubic feet of commercial or residential solid
waste. Criminal disposition of solid waste in the first degree should be a
class A misdemeanor. The person should be subject to a fine not to
exceed $20,000. Any person who pleads guilty or is convicted of criminal
disposition of solid waste a second time should be guilty of a class D
felony. The fine should be set at least three times the economic gain
obtained by the person and may exceed the maximum established.
Other violations should include criminal deposition of solid waste in the
second degree which should be a class C misdemeanor and if convicted a
second time it should be a class D felony.
The fines should be enforced by the agency through encouraged
public involvement in reporting violations. All reported violations from
the public should be kept confidential. All public owned landfill
personnel should be reqUired to report any attempted disposal of a
banned material at the landfill.
Financial Assistance
The state agency should establish criteria for awarding state
funded solid waste management planning grants. For the next five years,
one-million dollars from the solid waste management fund should be
made available to the department to fund activities that promote the
development of markets for recovered materials. Ten percent of the
money should be allocated to eliminate illegal solid waste disposal.
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Fifteen percent should cover administrative costs. Up to 25 percent
should be used to provide incentives to operators of solid waste facilities
to remove recyclable or reusable items from solid waste. At least 25
percent of the money should be allocated to cities, counties, or districts
through grants or loans.
Tar~et Goals
The recycling program should be designed to recycle, by the end of
the third and fifth years of the program, respectively 15 percent and 25
percent of the municipal solid waste generated in each county. The
recycling provisions of the waste reduction plan should be designed to
achieve, by January 1, 2000, at least a 40 percent reduction. The level of
solid waste reduction should be maintained indefinitely.
CONCLUSION
This research looked at a new trend in state legislation which
began about five years ago. With stricter controls and regulations on
landfills set by the EPA through RCM there is a urgent need for many
states to reduce the amount of solid waste entering landfills. One of the
avenues being explored by the states in their solid waste management
plans is the banning of yard waste from entering the landfill facilities.
There are 27 states including the District of Columbia with
legislative bans of yard waste from landfills now on the books although
some have not taken effect yet. This research looked at the legislation of
eleven states with yard waste bans. There were specific elements that
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were thought to be important to the effectiveness of the legislation.
These elements were: incentives to recycle and reuse; alternative uses
for the yard waste; recycling programs; education of the public; fines;
financial assistance; and target goals for waste reduction.
The research has shown that no one state stands above the others
in solid waste reduction legislation. There are strong areas as well as
weak. The most important elements evaluated were incentives,
education, and financial assistance. There are aspects of the legislation
in each of the states that could be combined to formulate complete yard
waste ban legislation. States who are looking to formulate or update
their solid waste legislation should look at recommendations suggested
for a model act. Many states could learn from the trials and errors of
others.
There are many things that are yet to be evaluated when it comes
to yard waste reduction. One use for yard waste being researched is
agricultural land application. Agricultural land application could use a
very large percentage of yard waste. Yard waste and compost can also be
used as a soil stabilizer providing organic matter and perhaps reducing
the amount of topsoil and fertilizer needed. It could be used for urban
construction projects to reduce erosion.
As an example of how much compost could be used, one inch of
compost spread over an acre represents approximately 65 tons at a 40
percent moisture content (compost typically contains a 40 to 60 percent
moisture level). For a five acre landscaping project, that would represent
325 tons of compost (Kashmanian, 1990).
One aspect that needs to be addressed is the transportation needs
for transferring the yard waste from urban areas to rural areas and how
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to integrate the urban composting facilities with the state agricultural
agencies who would land apply it. There needs to be a link between the
urban areas that produce the greatest amount of the yard waste and the
agricultural areas who could use the greatest amount of the yard waste.
One other avenue that needs to be encouraged is not collecting
yard waste in the first place. Many state and county extension offices
provide workshops and encourage the "Don't Bag It" program. This
program educates people on why not to collect grass clippings and leaves
from their yards. This is source reduction at the source. If home owners
stop bagging their grass clippings and leaves all together, then there will
be no yard waste to wony about.
The biggest obstacle to recycling and composting yard waste is
changing the mind set of the public. They need to be made aware of the
importance of waste reduction and specifically reduction of yard waste.
It was not that long ago when people began recycling paper, then
aluminum cans, and now the major goal is yard waste.
The legislation to ban yard waste is new and its success is yet to be
determined. There is a long way to go but some states are the pioneers
to a new way of living. It is a way of life which all of us will have to deal
with in the future if we don't reduce the amount of solid waste we
produce. We must find alternative uses or reuses for waste and we must
understand the importance of waste stream reduction. This will give us
the motivation to succeed.
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A BII.L
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1 Be it e11£ICtetl by tlte Seltltte (1.lIl{, 1f()U,')f.! (Jj·ll~!lJre.sellt(t"
2 ti-v~~ of th,e U1lited States ofAl1~eric'(l i,. COHgre.ss (z.ssentbled,
3 SECl~ION 1. SIIORT Tl'll~.
4 ~rllis Act lllaj' be cilet\ as tile H I~XeCtlLive OOlllpostillg
5 Act".
6 BEC. J. FINDiNGS.
7 'l"ll(~ (~()llgt"f~HS finds tluJ f()lIo,vi"g:
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rnllidly declulillg lalldfill Cll.l)ncit~r ll11(1 grl)\\, j Illr IJublie
(~(JllcerJl llb.JIlt tIle lHl\'t~ll)e CllvirOllillel1Lal eO)l-
scqtlellees of ,vasw dis)osal.
(2) C01111)Ostiltg, all llliciellt teellJll(IUt~ f) ulL IJJ'()-
UloteS llstural dec()lllpositi()ll l,f biutlegrau.lnble Il"U\te-
rials, l~ouJd be 11seu to lUllI18!,Y'C as Illllel. ~l8 nu llcr-
cent of 111\lJlicilJal <liscurds, illCl\lWllg Buell ilellls us
falleJl leaves, grass clil)))illgs~ \v{>odjr Jllat,erill)s, u.lld
l>ost-conSwllel· Ol'g<lllic llluterinis L}laL 111~~ J.lut ~ltit­
able fOI· lnulucipnl recyclillg l)rogrnlllS. IluI11CU\\, ners
carl llnluralIJ" recycle tlleir J'llr(1 tl;lllllllllgS Hlld
kitclleJl food scralJS Ull'011gl1 bacl~Tar(l eOllJI>OS(,iJlg,
tItus Buhsbl.Jltiu.II,J' l·l,-dtlcillg tile 11IllOUIlL of lllUtcl'iu.ls
tlley lliscar(l.,
(3) Fituslled COlllllost lllstel-ial I).·ovillcs a 'v~llu-
able Roil urnelldlllCllt tJlut C811 illll)rOVC suil tlll:lli l,Y
WIll stabilltJT, llel)) j)reVellt soil erosio.ll, HJUJ rn(llll~e
tile tlelDRllU for clleluical fertilizers. I-IonlCO\VJlOI1; Cilll
use C01)lPOSt })rod\Jced fl·Oll} lJacltyaru CUJJl~)ostillg ill
oul(}o()r lalldsC3J)jllg or as soil fttl' buusepl:'lJ1L~.
(4) '!'he Prcsidclll of tile 'Ulule(] SUlLcs ll11(1 tile
Natioll's GoverJlors, u1ucluely IJositif)lled tC) loutl uJ'
eXRlnIJle, C811 }))"ovide a ))lollel for ci lizeJl iJlv'uJvelllellt
by corllpostillg l)leir orgaluc J'~lrll trilllulillgB llU()
food scrnj>s tllnt are llot suital)lc rOl" roe.\'cliu~{ J,rtJ-
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1 gralns. Stll~ll progrmlls couhl iJleltll!o (liR(,rilJlli,i(Hl of
2 tile fiJlis)led COll1}JOSt. lllaterial to tIle !)ul,lic for IhqU
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4 (5) A backyard (~()Jllpostillg ollorL ~lL tJ10 \\~llite
5 House and at OOVet911ors" rosideJ10eS \VOllld <10111-
6 Ollstralc lo citize)js tllat ellel.llousellold IUls a role
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14 OIl goverllllleJlt office groullds.
15 SEC. 9.. SENSE OF 'fIlE CONGRESS.
16 It is tIle sellse of lllO (jnllg"(~NS tllat, ill ol'del' to en ..
17 courage backyard COlllpostitlg across the NtlLiOll t tile
18 Presiuellt lUlU tIle Goverllol- of eaclt State sllould cousidel'
19 carryiJJg Otlt OIl-site (!Olll!JOstillg of ()rgalllo Illalorials gell.-
20 erated at tlleu- residcllces Ulld gl1l\lllds tllat is ~.\J.)I)l-oIJrillte
21 Cor colnpostillg, lllClllcllilg yar(l t.rilJ1IlllllgB. Ititchell food
22 scraps, Ulld otller OrgH.1UC 11}lltel~ia)s tlUlt are llot BuilnlJln
23 for recycling I)I~b'l~Jlls. 'file I>rosidelll utili e~lell (10Vt~rJ10r
24 l1.lso Sllould coJlsiuer (listriollt.illg tile resultillg COIJlpOsL to














R£OULATIONS OF THE STATE OF-------
CHAPTER , SOLID WASTE MANAGEMENT
SUBCHAPTER • YARD WASTE, SOURCE-SEPARATED ORGANIC WASTE, AND SOLID
WASTE COMPOSTINO
Changes from the 1January 1994 draft: the Standards Committee of the Council has refined the
lest methods afTable 1, added more explanatory text to Table 1and to the noles to Tables
1and 2. Also, metals limits In Table 2 now renect current 40 CFR Part 503 limits.
Recommended USDA limits, which were In Table 2, now appear in note 8 to Table 2.
ORGANIC WASTE COMPOSTING
MODEL STATE REGULATION
mE COMPOmNO COUNCIL, 114 S. Pm ST, A1.ExANCRlA VA22314, j(J3 7392401
DRAIT - 20 JUNE 1994
REGULATIONS OF mE STATE OF------
CHAP'TEI , SOUD WA.STE MANACiEMEN"r
SUBCHAPTER__...,. y AR.D WASTE, SOURCE-SEPARATED ORGANIC WASTE, AND SOUl) \VASTE COMPOSnNO
1. SCOPI AND APruCABlurY
(A) This subchapter shaJl consUtute the roles or {the Departmentl COteminC the desicn, pennitUnc.
construction. operation. maintenance. and produd dlstrfbuUon for fdUes which recei1e and process JII'd
WlSte, source-separ2ted orprUc WJSte. and solid WlSte for aerobic compostinc as defined in this subchapter.
2. DUlltmofts
(A) "Compostable" me2l1S able to underzo physial, chemlal, thenn2l mdlor bjolopaJ dqr2datIon under
aerobic cond1Uons In I composUnc (adUty. such thalll enters inIo and is physiaJly indlsUncuJsbable from the
Rnished compost (humus), and which ulUmately m1neraIlzes (biodepdes to arbon dloDde, water, and
biomass) In the emironmenl ala rate like that of known compostable materials such IS paper 2nd rud
trtmmJnp.
(8) wCompostJn( is the controlled bioIosfaI dqndIIJon morpnic III2lIer to I1IaR composL
(C) -CUrtnc" is the last staee or mmpostinc that occurs after much oIlhe radii,~UzedmaIeriII his
decomposed. It pnmdes for additional stabillzatJolL
(0)~. Is I Uqukl which his come In contact with or pen:obIed throuch a porous soUd and eItrIded
d1ssol~ and suspended material. Ccnlensa1e from pses that pas throop a porous saUd may also coraJn
dlssol~ or suspended material.
(E) ~Ies"t for the purposes of this Subdtapter, 2I'e maleri21s conl2ined In the incominc w:astes which
an be recomed from the W2Ste slre2m for use.
(F) "Solid nste-, for the purposes of this Subchapter, mems prbage or refuse 2nd other disarded solid
material that would, unless recycl~ be disposed. It irdudes materi2l resulUng from residenti2l, commerd21
and Institutional activities, but does not include:
(1) Regulated medial MSte,
(2) H2z3rd0us ftSle,
(3) MUrUdpaJ sevnge slu~
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(4) Industrial nonhazardous solid W2Ste, or
(5) Manures.
(G) "Source-separated organic waste" is orpnJc material that has been 5ep21':: .~! Trom noncornpostable
material at the point of generation. It may include materiaJs such IS, but not lilldted to, food waste, food
processing waste, soiled or unrecyclable paper, other compost2ble materials, or y~ d i\'ISte in combination with
these materials.
(H) "Vegetative food W2Ste" is food W1Ste and food processing WlSte from m:.~~ri~s such as fruits, vegetables,
and grains. It does not include aninW products or byproducts, such as dairy rrccucts, animal fat, bones, or
meal
0) "Yard W2Ste" is vegetative matter and includes materials such 25, but nol !i:~tited to, gnss cUppings, leaves,
and brush. It does not include materials such as food WlSte, food processing ~"2St~, or soiled paper.
3. FACILITY DESIGN PLAN
CA) For facilities receiving only yard waste:
(1) The design plan should include a Dow diagrmt of the proposed processing steps.
(2) The actile compostinc surface must be 111 improved surface, such as cofnpacted yellow day,
pp-graded aushed agrepte, aphalt or other such surface that an .iUut2nd heavy equipment use. The
surface must be sloped to pmenl panding of liqUids and to pmenl surface "':Iter from enterinc ftler'W2ys.
(3) Facility design plan should include the following:
(a) Topographic map (US Geologia! Survey 7.5 minute series) or the area.
(b) lOO-year floodplain map (if appliable) of the area.
(c) Site pl2ll showiDK dimensions and dewls of the proposed receivif1&. processing. producUon, curine
and storage are2S; and
(d) Detailed engineering dnwings of the site that indiate JoaUon of initial and pertD211ent roads;
buildinp and equipment to be installed; fences and ptes; landsaping; SevJer and glee lines; and
storm Wlter system. The drawings shall show final grade contours.
(4) Facility design plan must address management of storm wa~
(2) Slonn water management systems must be designed to meet Feder3J storm water.regulations and
to prevent run-off from entering receiving, processing. curing. or stonge are2S.
(5) facility design plan should dewl where necessary:
(a) effective barriers to unauthorized entry and dumping (renting, gales, Jocks);
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(b) aJl-v.uther access ro2d.s to the site;
(c) appropriate signs (at fadlity entr2nce, directing traffic now, puba~ iuforlnation);
(d) access to sales, if applicable;
(e) methods for achieving odor control;
(0 noise control;
(g) vector, dust, and litter control; and
(h) fire protecUon and control features.
(6) Facility shall have sufficient capadty to handle projected incoming ~Iulne:; of yard wzste.
(7) Facility design must address specific storage issues, including:
(a) capacity for incoming WlSles waiting to be processed (3 days);
(b) capacity for proper twuIIing, storage, and removal of hamdous or other non-permitted W2Stes
deli~ed to or generated by the facility; 2lld
(c) apadty for finished compost storage, not to exceed 15 months' production.
(8) Facility shall have suffident stnJdurai support for oper2llons (waste, eqUipment, buildJnp, etc.).
(9) Design plan should include provisions for oper2llons during wind, heavy rain, snow, freezinc or other
inclement weather conditions.
(10) Design plan should address employee safety issues according to Slate and Feder2J requirements.
(8) For facilities receivin& source-separated organic WlSte:
(1) Design plan should include I now diagram of the proposed processing steps inlOlved in reco1einz and
processing source-separated organic W2Ste, and provide I 1ot2J mass balance.
(2) Proposed equipment to be used in composting must be described, including equipment specifications
and manufacturers' performance standards. Indiate that proposed eqUipment is compatible with
proposed process and throughput.
(3) Composting structure must withstand wear and tear of normal operations. Floor structure must be
impermeable (10.7 anlsec) and be sloped to prevent ponding of liqUids and to direct leachate to leachate
collection system. Leachate control must be provided wherever le2Chate is zenerated.
(4) Facility design plan should Include the following:
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(a) Topopphic map (US GeolostaJ Survey 7.5 minute series) ~ the Ue"!, indiatJnc the rdty
boundary, the property boundary, and existinc utfUties and structures -:.itllin 500 feet from fadOly site
or within 1000 feet if the waste hmdJinc process is not enclosed wfdtn : buUdinr;
(b) lOO-,ear RoodpI2in r112p Of applicable) of the 2teI. Most recmll'3 Gc:olcgiaJ Survey, Arm, Corps
of Engineers or FedenJ Insurance Administr2lion 1QO-ye:ar frequency !1o(VJr1ain maps may be used;
(c) Site plan showing dimensions and dewls of the proposed recei-:int. p' ocessing. produetJon, curine
and stor2ge 2re1.S;
(d) Debited engineering dnwinp of the site th2l inmate lhe loalio:l :f iuiUal and perm2tlent 1'02ds;
buildings and equipment to be installed; fences and ples; l:mdsopil1g; .~'\IJU md W2ter lines; and
stann ftler system. These dnwinp shall show fimJ grade contours; and
(e) Profile views of the site indiatinc access t02ds, W2ler dni,. (n-:t1t::, ditches, etc.), exisUnc and
fU12l vade, facility superstructure, utilities, tnnsfer trailer and other structures.
(5) F2cility design plan must address manacement of storm WIler and lach2te:
(a) Slonn ftter lll2Jl2geI1lent systems must be designed to meet Fedenl sbrm water regulations and
10 pment ron-off from enterinc rea:ivinz. processing. OIrill& or sto~gE. ~.
(b) Slonn water which does come in contact with WlSte shall be considered 1e2Chate.
(c) Leachate mUectlon and remOft1 system designed for reuse in proa:ssinc or treatmerd IS dictated
by loaJ authoritla.
(6) F2dIlty design plan must detail:
(a) effective burien to unautblrized entry and dumpinc (fendnc. ples. loeb);
(b) 211-v.uther access roads to the site;
(c) appropriate Sip (at facility entrance, diredif1& tnfrlC now, public infornWlon);
(d) access to sales, if applicable;
(e) equipment and methods for achieving odor control;
(0 noise control;
(g) vector, dust, and litter control; and
(h) fire protection and control fe2tures.
(7) Facility shall hale sufficient apacity to handle projected incomiflllOlumes of waste.
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(8) Facility design must address specific storage Issues, IndudJnc:
(a) ap2City for incoming \WStes waiting to be processed (3 days plu=.: ctJnUngency stonge);
(b) opacity for proper handling, storage, and remoftl of hmrdou;: t: other non-permitted wastes
delivered to or generated by the facility; and
(c) oJncity for finished compost storage, not to exceed 15 months' rn;duclion, in accord2nce with the
marketing plan, Section 6.
(9) Fadlity shall have suffident structural support for operations (W3S:!., ~'!";pment, buildings, etc.).
(10) Design plan should include provisions for opel'3.tions dUring win~, h~vf r:ain, sno\\-, freezing or other
inclement weather conditions.
(11) Design plan should address employee safety issues according to S!:te and Federal requirements
Induding:
(a) equipment safety features and ergonomic designs;
(b) dust, odor, noise md teCtor control;
(c) fire and explosion prevention and control features;
(d) adequate building ventibUon; and
(e) required personal protectiYe equipmenl
(C) For facilities receivi"& solid 'nSte:
(1) Design plan should include a flow diagrun or the proposed processing steps InvolYed in rem1ainc
recyclable materials and mixed orpnic material from solid wute, and provide a totallTl2SS babnce.
(2) Proposed equipment to be used in composting must be described, includinc equipment specifiations
and manufacturers' performance standards. IndJClle that proposed equipment is compatible with
proposed process and throughput
(3) Composting structure must withstand wear and tear of normal operations. Aroof sh2JI cover the
receiving, processing, production and curing areas- Floor structure must be impenne1ble (10-1 anlsec)
and be sloped to prevent ponding of liqUids and to direct leachate 10 leachate collection system. Leachate
control must be provided wherever leachate is generated.
(4) Factity design plan should include the rollowing:
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(a) Topographic map (US Geological Survey 7.S minute series) of the 2r~, IndiaUI1& the &dlllJ
boundary, the property boundary, and existing utilities and structures wilhin 500 feet from fadllty site
or wilhin 1000 feet if the WlSte handling process is not enclosed within a building;
(b) lOQ-year floodplain map Of applicable) of the area. Most recent US Geologia! Survey, Army Corps
or Engineers or Federal Insurance Administration l00-JeII' frequency noodplain maps may be used;
(c) Site plan showing dimensions and dewls of the proposed receiving. plocessing, production, curing
and stor2ge areas;
(d) Det1iled engineering dr2wings of the site, certified by I professionaJ engineer qualified to practice
in the State of (...1. that indicate the location of initial and permanent road:;; buildings and equipment
to be installed; fences 2Ild gates; landscaping; sewer and water lines; and storm water system. These
drawings shall show final gnde contours; and
(e) Profile views of the site indicating access roads, ftter dnin2ge (s~'a1es. ditches, etc.), existing and
final grade, raoUty superstructure, utiliUes, trmsfer trailer and other structures.
(5) Facility design plan must address manqement of storm water and leachate:
(a) Storm water management systems must be designed to meet Feder:U storm water regulations and
to prevent run-olf from entering receivin& processing. curing, or stonge 2re25.
(b) Stonn Wlter wtuch does come in contact with W2Ste shall be considered leachate.
(c) Leachate collection and remOftl SJSlem designed for reuse in processing or treatment as dJd2led
by loa! authorities.
(6) Facility design plan must dewl:
(I) efl'ecti~ barriers to unauthorized entry and dumping (fencing. pies, locks);
(b) all-weather access roads to the site;
(c) appropriate signs (at facility enlrlnce, directing tr2ffic Dow, public information);
(d) access to sales, if applicable;
(e) equipment and methods for achieving odor control;
(0 noise control;
(g) vector, dust, and litter control; and
(h) fire protection and control features.
(7) Facility shall have sufficient opacity to handle projected incoming \1>lumes of waste.
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(8) Fadlity design must address specific storace issues, indudinc:
(a) apadty for incominc wastes 'ftiUng to be processed (3 days plus CCJitingency stonce);
(b) c:apadty for proper handline, stor2Ce, and removal of hazardous OJ c:hcr non-permitted W2Stes
deli1ered to or~ by the facility; and
(c) c:apadty for finished compost storace, not to exceed 15 months' P~~·:~l!.iOn, in ICCOrtbnce with the
marketing plan, Section 6.
(9) Facility shalt hale suffident stnJctunJ support for operations (wule, i.'l'lirr.,ent, buildings, etc.).
(10) Design plan should include provisions for operations dUring wind, heary rain, snow, freezil1& or other
indement weather conditions.
(11) Design plan should address employee safety issues accordirc to Stale 1J1U Federal requirements
indudin&:
<a> eqUipment safety fe2lures and erzonomic desiplS;
(b) dust, odor, noise and 1eCtor control;
(c) rue and explosion pmenlion and control features;
(d) adequate buildinc ventilation; and
(e) reqUired personal proledi~ eqUipment
4. PIRMlTt1r4C
WFor faa1ilies recei~nc only yard waste:
(1) The facility ~oper must submit to (the Department) the foDowing materials for appro'll:
<a) Facility Design Plan 2S outlined in Section 3;
(b) Operations Plan as oudined in Section 6; and
(c) Facility Closurt Plan as outlined in Section 12.
(2) Faet1ily developer must conform to all applicable permits and rqulations.
(3) If within 60 aJendar days of submission of a complete permit application (the Department) does not
take action, the permit shall be deemed approved.
(4) Permit by Rule
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(a) Afacility shall be deemed to have a permit for the purposes of dlis subtiUe if It is registered,
constructed and operatinc in compliance 9tith lhe requirements of these regulations and meets the
following condiUon:
(I) The facility receives only }'2Td Vt'2Ste, on a maximum of 3~, and receives no more than
10,000 cubic yuds, with less than a 15~ rale or gnss clippings, per ~re per annum.
(b) Not less than 90 d2ys prior to accepting ym1 W2Ste. the facility de"cl0l'u must submil to 1the
Department) a registration form and the following materials:
(I) Asite pl2ll including property up to 500 feet beyond the faciUly LO'Jndlries; and
(iI) Anotarized statement certifying that the Information In the reg;~tr aUon and site plan Is true
and accurate, Uld that the fadlity will be constructed and operal~d it: ':ompliance 'lrith these
regulations.
(c) Apermit granted by this Article is considered a J2rd W2Ste composliuc facility permit and is subject
to all inspection and enforcement provisions of this chapter.
(5) Procedures for modifying the permit are found in Section 13.
(8) For facilities receiving source-sepanted orpnic waste:
(1) The facility developer must submit to (the Department) the followin& materials for approft1:
<a> Facility Design Plan as outlined in Section 3;
(b) OpenUom Plan 2S outlined in Section 6;
(e) Operator Training M2nuaJ 2S outlined in Section 8, unless the facility will meet the condiUons for
Permit by Rule as outlined in Section 4;
(d) Operations Manual as outlined in Section 7, unless the facility 9till meet the conditions for Pennit
by Rule as outlined in Section 4; and
(e) Facility Closure Plan as outlined in Section 12.
(2) Facility developer must conform to aJJ applicable permits and regulations.
(3) (The Department) must respond within _days on the completeness of the application.
(4) Permit by Rule
(a) Afacility shall be deemed to h2ve a pennit for the purposes of this subtitle if it is registered,
constructed and operating in compliance with the requirements of these regulaUom and meets the
following condition:
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(I) The facility receives only source-separated orpnJc waste, on a nnsirnum of 3 acres, and
recei1eS no more th2n 3,000 cubic ymIs, with less th2n 2 10% nle ~r the sum of food WlSte, food
processinc 'lQSte, and ps clippinp, per acre per annum, and cl! loed waste and food processinc
w:aste is lqetatfle food waste.
(b) Not less than 90 days prior to accepting source-separated organic l'i;';: ~':, Ule facility developer must
submit to {the DepartmentI a registration form and the follOwing maic:.!~:
(I) Asite plan including property up to 500 feet beyond the facility Dot:IKbries; and
(iI) Anotarized st2ternent certifying that the information in the I ::b~:Lration and site plan is true
and accurate, and that the facility will be construt::ted and oper:llL~ ill compliance with these
regulations.
(c) Apermit grmted by this Article is considered a source·5~parated Olb11UC w:aste composting facility
permit and is subject to all inspection and enforcement provisions o! ~!is d13pter.
(5) Procedures for modifying the permit are found in Section 13.
(C) For facilities receiving solid W2Ste:
(1) The facility developer must submit to (the Department) the following nt3terials for approval:
(a) Facility Design Plan as outlined in Section 3;
(b) Operations Plan IS outlined in Section 6;
(c) Operator Tl"2ining Manual as outlined In Section 8;
(d) Operations Manual as oudined in Section 7; and
(e) F2Cility Closure Plan IS outlined in Section 12.
(2) FaoUty developer must conform to allappliable pemlils and regulations.
(3) (The Department) must respond within _ days on the completeness of the application.
(4) Procedures for modifying the pennit are found in Section 13.
s. RICORD KEEPING AND REpORTINC REQUIREMENTS
(A) For facilities receiving only yard waste:
(1) Infol1112tion available for inspection by (the Departrn:ntJ, during norow business hours, shall
Include:
(a) results of compost analysis and rwne(s) of certified laboratoryOes) used;
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(b) quantJly, type and source of incoming WlSte;
(c) quantity and types of recovered recyclables, as appropriate;
(d) quantity of disposed residue, and sites; and
(e) st2ndard procedures to assure data reliability.
(8) For facilities receiving source-separ21ed organic WlSte:
(1) Quarterly reports must be submitted to (the Department) within 30 day; after the end of e:ach
quarterly period. If the facility meets the requirements for Pennit by Rule as outlined in Section 4, annual
reports only must be submitted to (the Department) within 30 days after th~ :nd of each year. Information
provided to (the Department) shall include:
(a) results of compost analysis and rwne(s) of certified laboralory(ies) used;
(b) quantity, type and source of incoming WlSte;
(c) quantity and types of recovered recydables, IS appropriate;
(d) quanUty of compost produced;
(e) quantity, before blending. or compost sold/distributed, and markets;
(0 quantity of disposed residue, and sites;
(g) daily temperature re2dings and retention times during PFRP;
(h) surnnwy of leachate r1W12&emenl (coDeded, reused, and treated/disposed);
(I) summary of major maintenance on le2Chale, temperature or other monJtorinz and control systems
in operation; and
G) swubrd procedures to assure dlla reliability.
(C) For facilities receiving solid waste:
(1) Quarterly reports must be submitted to (the Department] within 30 days after the end of each
quarterly period. Infonnation provided to Ithe Department} slWl include:
(_) results of compost analysis and name(s) of certified labon.tory(ies) used;
(b) quantity, type and source of incoming W3Ste;
(c) quantity and types of recovered recydables;
(d) quantity of compost produced;
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(e) quantity, before bIendInc. 01 compost soldldlstribu~ and l1Wt.:ts;
(f) quantity or disposed residue, and sites;
C&> daily temperature re2dinp and retention Umes durinc PFRP;
(i) summary of major maintenance on leachate, temperature or OU1:':l ~Ilcrutorinl and control SJStems
in operation; and
Q) st2ndard procedures to wure cbt2 reliability.
6. OPERATIONS PLAN
(A) For fadUUes receiving only yard 'nSte:
(1) An Operations Plm for the facility shall be prepued, containinc the ro!1(J~;ng infomt2tion:
(a) Adescription of the anticipated qumlity and 'V2riation throUghOUl the year of W2Ste to be recei1al;
(b) desiption of persons responsible for opentio~ control and maintul2rlCe of facility;
(c) methods for mezurinc incomins W2S~
(d) methods to control the types of waste receiled (e.&- inspection prccedures);
(e) methods for remcmnc and reco1erin& for recydlnc or disposinc of noncompostable WIStes from
the incominc 'ftSte stream, ildudifl& procedures for ranotalt stor:tge ud dispoa1 of any hmrdous
wastes;
(f) methods to control traffIC 2nd to expedite unloadi~
C&> methods to minimize, IIWlIge and monitor odors;
(h) leachate and National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System storm water control me2SUres;
(i) vector, dust and litter control me2Sures;
0) designation or disposal sites for noncomposl2ble 'W2Stes; and
(k) plans for marketing the finished compost
(8) for radliUes receiving source-separated organic \\'2Ste:
(1) An Oper2lions Plm for the facility shall be prtptred, conWning the followi"& information:
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(I) Adescription 01 the antJdpa1ed types, quanUty, 1'Iriallon 01a' Ume, 2nd sources or wute to be
recei1ed and a description of Ul'f addlU~ used in the process;
('0) designation of persons responsible for oper21Jon, control and maia.:..~lCe or facility;
(c) methods for me3Suring incominc WlSte;
(d) methods to control the types or W2Sle receiled (e.g. Inspedf!)n pi oc..c·!'Jrc:s); ..
(e) methods for removing and reco1ering for recycling or disposing (;1 aC:ll.umpost1ble \V2Stes from
the incoming W2Ste stream, including procedures for removal, stor2~~ :J ~:1 disposal of any h2z2rd0us
W2Stes;
(I) methods to control tnffic and to expedite unJoading;
(g) methods to maintain biologial conditions;
(h) methods to minimize, manage and monitor odors;
(I) le2Ch2te and National Pollut2nt Discharge Biminalion SJSlem starnl water control me2SUres;
(j) leCtor, dust and litter control me2Sures;
(k) conlingmcy operations pbn (in the~t of equipment f2ilure, power outages, Il2lUnJ disasters,
Ore, receipt or prohibited materials), indudinc designation or permitted 1isposal sites for lncorninc
waste, le2Chale, and for hazardous vastes;
(1) plans for monitoriJll, samplinc and Iesq the composq materials for process control and
product quality assurance IS specified in Section 10 beknr; ml
(m) plans for r112rketinc the finished compost
(C) For facilities reteiYinc solid W2S1e:
(1) An Oper1tions Pbn for the faclily shall be prepared, conwninc the following information:
(2) Adescription of the anticipated types, quantity, ftriation over lime, and sources or WlSte to be
received and a description of any additives used in the process;
(b) desigJ12lion of persons responsible for operation, control and mainleJ12JlCe of facility;
(c) methods for me2Suring incoming W2Ste;
(d) methods to cantrollhe types of W2Ste received (e.g. inspection procedures);
(e) methods for removing 2nd reco~nc for reqdinc or disposing of noncompostable MStes from
the incoming W2Ste stre2m, includifll procedures for remo93.l, slof2Ce and disposal of my hmrdous
WlStes;
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(0 methods to control tnfTic and to expedite unloading;
(g) methods to maintain biological conditions;
(h) methods to minimize, manage and monitor odors;
(i) leachate and National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System storm waler control measures;
0) vector, dust and Utter control measures;
(k.) contingency operations plm (in the event of eqUipment failure, power outages, natunJ disasters,
fire, receipt of prohibited materials). including designation of permitted disposal sites for Incoming
W2Ste, leachate, and for h2md0us wastes;
0) plans for monitoring, sampling and testing the composting materials for process control and
product quality assurance as specified in Section 10 beloW; and
(m) plans for marketing the finished composl
7.0PERAnONS~UAL
(A) For facilities receiving source-separated orpnic W2Ste:
(1) If the fadlity does not meet the requirements for Permit by Rule, as outlined in Section 4, an
Operations Manual of policies and procedures specific to the facility will be prepared, updated as needed,
and aftilable at the facility for regulatory inspection. It should include any and all information that enables
superrisory and operating personnel to determine sequence of operations, routine maintenance schedules,
plans, polices, procedures, and legal requirements that must be adhered to.
(2) Oper2tion of facility equipment shall conform to manufadurer/gendor specifications or to
appropriately documented modifications. These specifications and/or modifications are to be included in
the Opentions Manual.
(B) For fadlities receiving solid waste:
(1) An Operations Manual of policies and procedures specific to the facility will be prepared, updated as
needed, and available at the facility for regulatory inspection. It should include any and all information
that enables supervisory and operating personnel to detennine sequence of operations, routine
maintenance schedules, plans, policies, procedures, and legal requirements that must be adhered to.
(2) Operation of facility equipment sh211 conform to manuracturer~r specifications or to




(A) For fadlilies receiving source-separated orpnic ftSte:
(1) Employees shall be properly tr2ined in appropriate facility operatlons, maintenance procedures, and
safety and emergency procedures.
(2) If the facility does not meet the requirements for Permit by Rule, IS outlined in Section 4, a
facility-specific Training ManuaJ shall be developed and made available to each employee.
(8) For facilities receiving solid W4lSte:
(1) Employees sh2l1 be properly trained in appropriate facility operations, maintenmce procedures, and
safety and emergency procedures.
(2) Afacility-specific Tnining M2nual shall be developed and made aY2ilable to each employee.
9. FAClurY OPERATIONS
(A) For facilities receiving only rud waste:
(1) If the incoming waste contains ps, processing of that W2Ste shall begin within 24 hours.
(2) OpenUon of facility shall be under supervision and control of a properly tr2ined individual during all
hours of openUon, and access to facility will be prohibited when facility is dosed.
(3) Recordsl1ogs of facility operations wiD be kept for 3years, includi~
(a) me2Suremenl of waste received daily;
(b) source of waste receiYed daily; and
(c) lab analysis per Section 10.
(B) For facilities receiving source-separated orpnic waste:
(1) The composting process shall meellhe aileria for a process to further reduce pathogem (PFRP) as
provided by the US EPA (40 CFR Pa(1257). Three methods are accepted:
(a) Windrow method, 9tilich meets PFRP as follows;
(i) maintain aerobic conditions; and
(ij) a minimum of 5 turnings over 15 consecutive days, maintaining a temperature of not less that
550C1131Of.
(b) Aerated static pile method meets PFRP as follows:
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(I) pile insulated with 6" to 12" of insulating material (e.c. sawdust, cured compost, or wood
chips); and
Oi) temperature of at least 55-C;131': maint2ined throughout mixture for 3 consecutive days.
(c) Enclosed (within) vessel composting method meets PFRP by:
(0 tem~ralUre nWnWned at 550C1131~ throughout mixture for at le:ast·3 consecutive days.
(d) Any future PFRP provided by Federal or State regulation.
(2) Facility sh2J1 monitor temperature of composting materials to ensure that pathogen reduction criteria
are met Temperature re2dinp shall be recorded daily during PFRP.
(3) Processing of incoming waste shall begin within 3days, or the W2Sle shall be disposed. If the incoming
W2Ste contains gnss, processing of that W2Ste shall begin within 24 hours, or that waste shall be
disposed. (4) Incoming. unprocessed W2Ste will not be mixed with finished compost
~) Stored finished compost that is not used or sold within 15 months shall be removed or reprocessed for
use or sale.
(6) Operation of facility shall be under supervision and control of properly trained individual dUring all
hours of operation, 2nd access to facility will be prohibited when faa1ity is closed.
(7) RecordsAop of facility operaUons will be kept for 5 years, including:
(a) daily tempenture and moisture monitoring of the compostin& process;
(b) me:asuremen1 of waste received daily;
(c) source of waste recei1ed daily;
(d) lab analyses per Section 10;
(e) retention lime of the composted material; and
(0 sale and distribution of recovered materials.
(C) For facilities receiving solid vnste:
(1) The composting process shall meet the aileria for a process to further reduce pathogens (PFRP) as
provided by the US EPA (40 CFR Part 257). Three methods are accepted:
(a) Windrow method, which meets PFRP as follows;
(i) maintain aerobic conditions; and
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(ii) a minimum of 5turnings Otef 15 consecuti1e days, maintaining a temperature of not less that
5S-cl131-':.
(b) Aerated static pile method meets PFRP as follows:
(0 pile insulated with 6" to 12" of insulating material (e.g. sawdust, cured compost, or wood
chips); and
(ij) temperature of at least 55-cn31°F maintained throughout mixture for 3consecutive days.
(e) Enclosed (within) YeSSe1 composting method meets PFRP by:
(i) ternper:tture maint2ined at 550C1131eF throughout mixture for at least 3 consecutive days.
(d) Any future PFRP provided by Feder21 or S~te regulation.
(2) Facility shall monitor temperature of composting materials to ensure that pathogen reduction criteria
are mel Temper:tture readings shall be recorded daily during PFRP.
(3) Processing of incoming waste shall begin within 3days or that waste shaD be disposed. If the incoming
waste contains grass, processing of that W2Ste sh2J1 begin within 24 hours, or that W3Ste shall be disposed.
(4) Incoming. unprocessed MSte will not be mixed with finished composl
(5) Stored finished compost that is not used or sold within 15 months shall be remo'fed or reprocessed for
use or sale.
(6) Operation of facility shall be under supervision and control of properly trained individual during all
hours of opention, and access to facility will be proluDited when faauty is dosed.
(7) RecordsAop or facility opentions will be kept for 5 years, indudinrr
(a) daily temperature and moisture monitorins of the composting process;
(b) measurement of waste received daily;
(c) source of waste received daily;
(d) lab analyses per Section 10;
(e) retention time of the composted material; and
(0 sale and dislribulion of recovered malerials.
10. TESTING
(A) For facilities receiving only yard waste:
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(1) Finished compost win be tested once every quarter. If the finished compost falls within the tesUnc
limits set forth in Table 2 during the farst two years of operation, testing will only be required once per year
provided that the results of the testJnc continue to fall within the limits of the parameters oCTable 2.
(a) An alternate sampling schedule an be petiUoned from [the Department) if the facility an
demonstrate that less frequent testing will comply with requirements for he2lth, safety and the
environment
(2) Test results shall be aftilable for inspection upon request during nomW business hours of operation.
(8) For facilities receiving source-separated organic waste:
(1) Composting facilities shaJl develop a Qu21ity Assur2llcelQuality Control plan to be included wilh the
Operations Plan outlined in Section 6. This will outline the monitoring. sampling and analysis plans for
testing the compost process and product.
(2) (The Department) will set an appropriate monitoring and sampling schedule for the St2rtUp period (1
year) as part of the facility pennil
(3) Usir~ information pined during the startup period, a monilorin& and sampling schedule for ongoing
openlions will be developed With [the Department] based on statistial methods for quality 2SSUrance.
(4) Compost samples shall be obtained in accordance with the approM plan. Samples of the compost
produced at the facility shall be analyzed for the parameters listed in Table 1 according to the indiated
method.
(5) Results of all laboratory analysis for e2Ch parameter specified in Table 1 shall be recorded and
nWntained at the facility. Quality results sb2Il be reported to (the Department) IS specified in Section 5.
(C) For facilities receivinc solid waste:
(1) Composting faciliUes shall detelop a Quality AssurmceJQuallty Control plan to be included with the
OpenUons PI2Il outlined in Section 6. This will outline the monitorin& sampling and analysis pbns for
testing the compost process and product.
(2) {The Department) will set an appropriate monitoring and sampling schedule for the st2rtUp period (1
year) as part of the facility pennil
(3) Using information gained dUring the St2rtUp period, a monitoring and sampling schedule for ongoing
operations will be developed wUh Ithe Department} based on statistical methods for quality assurance.
(4) Compost samples shall be obtained in accordance with the approved plan. Samples of the compost
produced at the facility shall be analyzed for the parameters listed in Table 1 according to the indicated
method.
(5) Results of all laboratory analysis for each parameter specified in Table 1 sha11 be recorded and
nWntained at the facility. Quality results shall be reported to (the Department) as specified in Section 5.
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11. COMPOST UnLlZAnON
(A) Compost offered for sale must cantlin a label indicating recommended safe uses and applia110n rates, and
restridlons, if anYt on use of the produetlf compost is offered for bulk sale, signs or printed literature must be
aftilable with this infoml211on.
(8) UlJ1iZ2.tion of compost is governed by the parameters outlined in Table l Compost parameter limits are set
to protect public health and safety and to protect the enYirorunenL Compost may be further graded for market
use. Any material not meeting the parameter limits in Table 2 may be used only as authorized by (the
DepartmentI, or it must be disposed.
(C) Persons wishing to apply I1l2teri2l exceeding panmeler limits in Table 2 must show that Site-specific soil
conditions will allow appliCllion without endangering the public or the envirorunent, under procedures
outlined in Section 13.
12. FACILITY CLOSURE
(A) For facilities receiving only yard waste:
(1) The facility will submit, 2S condition for pennil or licensuret a rmal closure plan containing a schedule
and description of the steps necessary to close the facility and financial assurance information.
(2) The facility shall noUfy (the Department) in writing uleast 60 days prior 10 lhe proposed tenni~on
date for the facility.
(3) The facility will publish notice of closure in a neMpaper of genenI drculation in lhe CDunty where the
facility is located and in counties or mmmunitJes sending at least 25 percent of their waste to the facility.
Such notice will be published at least 15 days prior to closure.
(4) Within 30 daJS of Ce2Sinc operation, all residuals, waste and recyd2bles shaII be remo1ed from the site
and recycled or disposed.
(5) Acomposting facility sh211 be considered finally closed \\'hen all the requirements of the closure plan
haYe been mel
(B) For facilities receiving source-separated organic W2Ste:
(1) The facility \\'ill submit, as condition for permit or licensure, a final closure plan containing a schedule
and description of the steps necessary to close the facility and fimnci2l assurance information.
(2) An updated final closure plan will be submitted in writing at leal 180 days prior to the proposed
tennill2tion date for the facility.
(3) The fadlity shall notify Ithe Department} in writing at least 60 days prior to the proposed termination
dale for the facility.
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(4)~ fadlity will publish notice 01 closure in a newspaper 01 senenJ drtulallon in the county where~
faallty is located and in CDunl1es or communiUes sendinc at least 2S percent of their YGSle co the raciUty.
Such notice wiD be published at 1e25t 30 days prior to closure.
(5) Within 10 days of ce2Sinc operation, all residuals and W2Ste shall be remoted from the site and
reqded or disposed and the facility will arrange for a final deaninC of 2I1f containers, equipment,
machines, noon and facility surfaces ha~ng come in conl2Ct with source-separated orpnic waste or solid
WlSte.
(6) Acomposting facility shalt be considered finally closed when all the requirements of the closure pl211
ha\'e been mel
(C) For facilities receiving solid wzste:
(1) The facility will submi~ as condition for pennit or licensure, a final closure pl211 containing a schedule
and description of the steps netessary to dose the facility and firwlCi2l2SSUraIlce information.
(2) An updated final closure plan will be submitted in writing at l«25t 180 da,s prior to the proposed
termination date for the facility.
(3) The facility sh2J1 notify (the Dep2!1rnentl in writing at te2St 60 daJS prior to the proposed termi021ion
date for the facility.
(4) The facility will publish notice of closure in a newspaper of gener:al circulation in the county """..ere the
f2CI1ity is looted and in counties or communities sending at leut 25 percent of their ftSte to the facility.
Such notice will be published atleut 30 days prior to closure.
(5) Within 10 daJS of ce25ing operation, all residuals and WlSte shaD be nmoted from the site and
recycled or disposed and the facility will arrange for a final demin& of any contai~ equipment,
machines, noors and facility surfaces balinc come in conl2Ct with soun:e-sepamed orpnic W2Ste or solid
YaSIe.
(6) Acomposting facility shall be considered finally dosed when all the requirements or the dosure plan
have been mel
13. APPROVAL OF PILOT PROJECTS, ALTERNATE PROCEDURES AND/OR REQUIREMENTS
(A) The owner or operator of a composting facility m2Y request in writing a detennil12tion by [the Department)
th2t a given requirement not apply to the facility or the compost that is produce~ and shall request approval of
pilot projects, alternative procedures and/or requirements.
(B) The request shall set forth at a minimum the following information:
(1) the specific facility for which the exception is requested;
(2) the specific provisions of the regulations from which exception is sought;
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(3) the basis for the exception;
(4) the alternate procedure or requirement for which appmal is requested and documentation that this
procedure or requirement proYides an equal degree of protection for the public and the environment; and
(5) documentation of the effecti1el1eSS of the proposed alternate procedure.
(C) (The Department) shall appro~ or deny each alternative procedure or requirement for an individual
facility. in consultation with loa! authorities 2S needed, with the objecti1e of minimum regulation necessary to
protect public health and safety and to maintain nuisance control.














TABLE 1. COMPOST QUALITY VERIFICATION
SuggestedMinimum SlIlndards






Man-Made Inerts > 4
mm, <13mm-
Film plastic > 4 mm-
Sharps·
EPA, 40 CFR Part 503 Appendix B(B)(I)'
Standard Methods 9221 E. Fecal CoUfonn Procedure"
or 9222 D. Fecal CoUfonn Membrane Filter Procedure
Slandard Methods 9260 D. QuanUl21Jte Salmonella Procedures
EPA Method 9045A Soil pHd
or NCR PubllaUon 221, Method 14
Rqulated cherrdaJs per USEPA "Alternate Pollutant Umit"M:
Arsenic (As)" mykc dry wt. EPA Method 3050 Add Digestion or Sediments, Sludges, md Soils, and
6010A Inductively Coupledl'tasma Alomic Emission Spectroscopy
mykc dry Wl EPA Method 3050 kid Digestion or Sediments. Sludges, and Soils, and
601OA IndudJ\'eJy Coupled Plasma Alomic Emission Spectroscopy
m~ dry wL EPA Method 3050 Add DipUon of Sediments. Sludges, and Soils, and
60lOA Indudflely Coupled Plasma AIomic Emission Spectroscopy
m~ dry WI. EPA Method 3050 Add DigestJon or Sediments. Sludges. and Soils, and
601OA Inductively Coupled Plasma AIomic Emission Spectroscopy
m~ dry wt. EPA Method 3050 Add DtgesUon of Sediments, Sludges, and Soils, and
601OA lnductllely Coupled Pbsma AIomic Emission Spectroscopy
m~ dry wt. EPA Method 7471A Mercury In Solid or SemisoUd Wasle (Manual
Cold-Vapor Technique)
Molybdenum (MO)D m~ dry wt. EPA Method 3050 Acid Digestion of Sediments, Sludges, and Soils, and
601OA InducUvely Coupled Plasma Atomic Emission Spectroscopy
m~ dry wt. EPA Method 3050 Acid Digestion of Sediments, Sludges, and Soils, and
60 lOA Inductively Coupled Pbsma Alomic Emission Spectroscopy
m~ dry Wl EPA Melhod 3050 and 7740 Selenium (AA. FUl1l2ce Technique)
mflkg dry wt. EPA Method 3050 Acid Digestion or Sediments. Sludges, and Soils. 2nd











• VS (Volatile Solids) 2SSumes 1lWl-nw1e inert content does not tXCeed the produd marketing sl2nd2rd of 1.5~ dry
weight >4 nun, < 13 mm size. If inerts exceed 1.5~ dry weight, they must be screened 01T.
1. Respirometry Is a me2Sure of biologiaJ activity, am an indiate potential for self.heating, odor, and phytOloxidty.
Because oxygen uptake correl2tes to bionws weight reductJon status, it is used here as the b2sis for measuring
compliance with weight-based biological, chemiaJ, and physjcal contaminant concentration Ii~its.
2. Dr2ft test principles (or oxygen uptake include:
(a) splitting the compost sample as received 2lld oven drying (103°C) one sample fraction to determine total solids
content,
(b) t2king approximately 125 grams (ODW basis) moist sample material as received, and l"2ising moisture content
if necessary to 50%, and mixing with 125 grams (ODW basis) moist reference compost at 50% moisture content,
that has known oxygen upt2ke rate dw2cterisUcs,
(c) Incubating the sample mix for at least 12 hours at 3'·Cin an open zip-lock bag. with the bag lying on its side in
the incubator to minimize evaporatl1e water loss,
(d) addlnC60 zr:uns ODW basis or incubated mixed sample to a 500 ml Erlenmeyer flask and aerating for 1 hour in
a 37·C ftler bath,
(e) logging the 02 uptake, using an on-line PC-XT data loger, by replacing the aeration apparatus after 1hour with
an oxygen sensor and re2ding every minute for a period or 90 minutes,
(0 determininC the volume air space after the 02 uptake me2Suremenl, by filling the flask with diluted nler to the
letel of the base of the 02 probe,
<&> detennJninc I'2te of oxyzen uptake, I. e., slope,
(h) performinc alculations.
3. FJedrial condudJvity is a measure of soluble salts, and anlrlliate potentbJ for phytotoxidty.
4. NCR (North Cenlr2J Regional) Method 14 is contained in Recot1J1MI,ded Tat ProceduresfOr Greenhouse Growth
Media North Cenlr2l Regional PubliCllJon Number 221 (Reftsed), Recommended Chemical Soil Test Procedures,
BuUetin Number 499 (Revised), October 1988
5. Pathogens are limited to those of human and animal feal origin, that an be harmful to humans. While the Process
to Further Reduce Pathogens (PFRP) KUldeUnrs were originally developed to reduce the numbers of human and animal
pathogens of real origin, the persistence and ftriability of plant pathosens is probably adversely affected also. Pathogen
control applitS to all composts, except possibly some from Specialty Waste.
6. PFRP (Process to Further Reduce Pathogens) is a USEPA process st2ndard, rather than a product SWld2nL
7. USEPA regulations specified in the Process to Further Reduce Pathogens (PFRP) found at 40 Code of Federal
Regulations Part 530, Appendix 8(B)(I), p2ge 9404 with pile heal maintenance as specified at 55°C or higher. Pile heat
above 60°c should be avoided, but not to exceed, in order to avoid destruction of the actinomycete microorganisms
needed to decompose cellulose, hemicellulose and lignin.
8. Feal coliform are indicator orpnisms for real pathogens.
9. MPN is Most Probable Number per gram of tol2l solids in the seMge sludge (or composO. MPN is an index of the
number of coliform bacteria, reported by the multiple-tube fermentation procedure of the coliform lest, that, more
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probably than arty other number, would gite lhe results shown by the labon.lol1 examination; ills not an actual
enumeJ'2LiolL By conln5t, direct p1atinc methods such as the membrane mter procedure permit a direct count of
colirorm colonJes. Total solids are the materials in senge sludce or compost that remain as residue when the sevage
slud&e or compost is dried at 103 to 105·C.
10. Sl2ndard Methods are contained in Slandard MetbodsjiJr 1M Examination ofl'a1er and lYastewaler, 18lh Edition,
1992.
11. Salmonella are d1se2se causing bacteria that affect man md W2I1Jl blooded animals, and an cause allergic reactions
in susceptible humans and sickness includ1ng se-vere diarrhea with discharge of blood.
12. pH an relate to metal and nutrient mobilily and availability, apparent compost stability, and phytotoxidty.
13. USEPA(US EnYirorunental Protection Agency) lt5t methods refer to malytial procedures used in Test Methodsfor
Evaluating Solid lVaste, PhyskallCbemiclllMelbods, Report SW-846, third edJtion IS revised, November 1992.
14. Altema1e Pollutant UmJt (APL) identifies quality of land-applied seMge sludge and slud&e compost which does not
ause sfgniDant risk to hultWlS, Uvestock, or the enYirorunent under~ conserw.tJ1e worst-ase risk assessment
scenarios, wUh unlimUed application (> > 1,000 metric tonslbectare). Alternate Pollutant Umils are found In the 40
CFR 503 "Standards ror the Use or Disposal ofSew2ge Sludge" published in the fedenl Register (58:9248-9415) on
February 19, 1993.
15. Arsenic Is a human ardnogen and neurotoxin.
16. AOAC (AssodaUon of AnalytJal Chemists) methods 871.21 and 975.03 are conl2Jned In AOAC OfficialMetbods of
AnII!1sis. 1990. 15th edJUOrL
17. Cadmium can be I hurtWl health concern If Ingested as a result of plant uptake.
18. According to the USEP!. chromium an potentially cause phytotoxJdty, althoush chromium is not readily taken up
and lr2nslocaled by plants. The USDA has recommended to the USEPA that UmJts for sludee Cr be remom from the
Part 503 nale. As reported by the "-170 Peer Review Committee, no experimental evidence has been reported that
sludge Cr auses adYel'Se effects to any component of the ecosystem.
19. Copper an potentially ause phytotoxidly. and an be 211 animal health concern through direct ingestion.
20. le2d an be a hurtWl heallh concern through direct ingestion.
21. Mercury an be a human health concern if ingested as a result of uptake by some kinds of mushrooms.
22. Molybdenum an be a human health concern throush direct ingestion, and an animal health concern through direct
ingestion or through plant uptake.
23. Nickel an potentially OUSt phytotoxidty.
24. Selenium can be a human or animal he21lh concern through consumption of conlamill2ted plants.
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25. lJnc an potentially ause phytotoxidty.
16. Man-nwie Inert material includes &lass shards and metal fragments that pose a human and animal safety hazard .
with unprotected exposure or through direct jn&eStion.
27. Man-nwie inert content greater lIw1 four (4) millimeters will be delennined by passing four repliales of 250 CC
OteJl dried (70
0
C, ± 5°) samples of the compost through a four (4) millimeter screen. Malerial remaining on the
screen will be visuaJly inspected, and dearly identifiable man-made inerts, indudiOl &f2SS, metal, and twd plastic, will
be separated. Material considered injurious will be identified.
28. Film pbsUc an be a potential hmrd to small animals through direct ingestion.
29. Film ~IasUc content greater than four (4) millimeters will be determined by passing four replicates of 250 cc oven
dried (70 C. ± 5') samples of the compost through a four (4) millimeter screen. Material remaining on the screen will
be visu2llyins~ and faJm plastic will be separated. Surface area of film plastic pm1Jcles in excess of four (4)
miUimeters will be measured in square centimeters per cubic meter of composL
30. Sharvs Include steel sewing needles and strajght pins, and stainless steel hypodermic needles in excess of 2 mm that
pose I puncture hazard when handled or incested.
31. PRS (process to Reduce Sharps) is I CornposUn& Council.process standard rather than a product standard. The
Compostinc Council suggested draft Process to Reduce Sharps is as follows:
Compost product intended for sale or distribution shall be trealed for the effedile remoYll of sharps, including
steel sewinc needles and slnight pins, and st2lnless steel hypodermic needles. Treatment may be any of the
followin& proYisions:
<a> by Proa:ssinc feedstock through ft1er Rolalion after a staee when hypodamic needles will ha1e been separated
from the plaUt artridge.
(b) by passing product by rugnetk separation deYices desip1ed to rerncne ferrous items during processing, mIIor
by sifting through I separaUn& de"ce, such IS an air notation Ouidlzed bed separator (destoner) equipped with a
punched 2.5 ± nun round, or equally effecUve hole-size deckscreen, designed for remoftl of stainless steel
hypodermic needles,
(c) by passing product by an eddy current device designed to remove metallic materials.
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PARAMETER
TABLE 2. COMPOST (GENERAL USE)
SuggesledMinimum SI/Irulards
Par lb. ProI«Htm ofPublkHed, Safety and 11MEnvironment
PARAMITER LIMrr for Geaeral Use Compost
oaIJ. AIlllmits apply to product leaving
manufacturer's site.
I mg OM BVS*/br
Jmmhos/cm*
Notes:
St2bility - respirometry (maximum)
01 consumed
Soluble salts - electrical conductivity
(maximum)
Pathogens JpFRP
(Either) feal colifonn t< 1000 MPN/g
(or) salmonella '<3 MPN/4g
pH (rqe) '5.5 •8.5
Regulated chemial pollutant concentrations per USEPA"Alternate PoUutant Umitlt (APL)":
at 5.5 •8.5 pH
Arsenic (As) 141 m~ dry wt.
Cadmium (Cd) '39 m~ dry Wl
Chromium (Cr) '1200 m~ drywt.
Copper (Cu) 1500 ~drywL
Lead (Pb) 300 m~drywt.
Mercury (He) 17 m~ dry wt.
Molybdenum (Mo) '18 m~ dryWl
Nic:kel (Ni) 420 m~ dry wt.
Selenium (Se) '36 m~ dry wt.
Zinc (Zn) 2800 m~ dry Wl
Man-nwle inerts (maximum) > 4 rnm ~on-injurious
Film plastic > 4 mm lito be determined an2/m)
Sharps 12pRS
• VS (Volatile Solids) assumes man-made inert content does not exceed the product marketing standard of 1.5% dry
weight >4 mm, < 13 mm size.
1. Arespirometry limit has not been seL It will be determined by application of the oxygen uptake rate test method and
correlation to biomass/produd weight reduction status.
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1. Acceptable leftis of soluble salls will 'I:U1 accord1nllO end-user appUatlons. Compost producers must label or
protide Information for the Intended end-use appllatfon and comply with user Industry standuds. The opUnW ranees
for vowtn& media, that is, compost amended soil, Is 0.5 to 4.5 rnmhoslan.
3. PFRP (Process to Further Reduce P21ho&ens) is I process standard requirement ddined at 40 Code or Fedeni
Rqulaliol'L1 Put 530, Appendix 8 to Pvt 503 - PUhosen Treatment Processes, (B)(l).
4. FeaJ coliform requirement is defined at 40 CFR P2rt 503, §503.32 (a) (3) (0.
5. Salmonella requirement is defined at 40 CFR Put 503, §503.32 (1)(3)(i).
6. Acceptable pH levels will vary 2CCOrdln& to end-user appliaIJons. Compost producers must b.beI or provide
InformatJon for the intended end-use appliation and comply with user industry sWldards.
7. EPA published "final role- Alternate PoUut2nl Umils (APL) February 19. 1993. The APL regulated chemials listed
and IinUts shown are found in 40 CFR P2rt 503 -Standards for the Use or Disposal of Sewage SlucJce. 1503.13 PoUutanl
Umlts. Tule 3of 1503.13 - PoUutanl Concentndons. APL Omits refer both to sludge compost and to sludge compost
produd blends luline!he producer's sUe. These are poDUI2nl c:oncentnlion limits thalapply 10 Iand.-appliedsetnee
sludce and stu. CDmposlllls be1leftd Ihese Umits an be used for other composts. and n:sexdlls underway by the
Compostlnc Coundl to substanlJale the numbers for compost produced from source-sepanted and from mixed orpnic
material reco~ at from munidpa! soUd hSte.
The concentration for each poDutanllisted In bulk senee sludee applied to 2picultural~ forest, a public c:oruact
sl~ a red2malIon site, a Inn, or a home prden and In senee sJudee sold or &i1al aft' in a bq or similar erdosure
for applicdJon to the land. shall be equal to or less 1h2n Ihe concenln.lJon for the poUUtanlln this table.
CompUance with USEPA limits must be aa:ompanied with USEPA lest metlKxls sbnm in Table 1.
8. It is recommended in the letter from USDA dated May 20. 1993 to the Hononble Carol Browner, Administralor.
USEPA, alone with -mformaUon in Support of Recommended Chqes in the 503 Rule- thal the rolJawinc PoDutant







11 IJ1lI1cI dry wl
deJete (see note 9)
54m~drywt.
2Sm~dryWl
9. The USDA has l"etommended to the USEPA that limits for sludge Cr be removed from the 503 rule. As reported by the
V/-170 Peer Retie'N ComrniUee, no experimenl21 evidence has been tq)Orted that slucJce Cr causes adverse effects to any
component or the ecosystem.
10. The limit refers to mnlenl of glass shards and metal frqrnenls tha1 pose I humm and animal safety haz2rd with
unprotected exposure.
11. This limit refers to film plastic pieces that pose a health b2z2rd to some animals if ingested.
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12. PRS (Process to Reduce Sharps) is I ComposUnc Council drift process stmbrd requirement defined In Table I,
Note 31. inIended to eliminate steel nne needlel and straight pins, and stainless steel hypodermic needles from
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